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I. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

A. The circuit court refused to enforce a clear and comprehensive written agreement to arbitrate 

all disputes, which appears in the relevant agreements for residency and services in the 

assisted living residences involved in this action, because the arbitration provisions are not 

in separate agreements. That ruling is not in accord with applicable law, and constitutes 

manifest error. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Introduction 

This a putative class action which was brought originally on behalf of Louise McGraw and 

Charlotte Rodgers as putative class representatives against Petitioner, Chancellor Senior 

Management, Ltd. Chancellor Senior Management contracts with the licensed owner/operators of 

four assisted living residences located in diverse areas of West Virginia. The first amended class 

complaint alleges that as a result of allegedly insufficient staffing levels, the services provided to 

residents at all four of the residences are not commensurate with the levels of service promised in 

the written residency agreements that set forth the terms of the services that are to be provided. The 

claims asserted in this action are founded upon alleged violations of the West Virginia Consumer 

Protection Act ("WVCCPA"). West Virginia Code§ 46A-1-101 et seq. 

The two original representative plaintiffs, both of whom are now deceased, were residents 

at The Villages at Greystone ("The Greystone"), an assisted living residence located near Beckley 

in Raleigh County, West Virginia. A class has yet to be certified in the case. 

When the decedents became residents at The Greystone in 2013 and 2014 respectively, 

identical written residency agreements were executed by the Plaintiffs/Respondent daughters on 
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behalf of their mothers. Both agreements contained clear, unambiguous and comprehensive 

arbitration provisions, which required arbitration of any dispute, claim or demand arising under the 

residency agreements or otherwise relating to the residency of the decedents at The Greystone. 

Accordingly, Petitioner presented in the circuit court a Motion to Compel Arbitration. Under 

applicable law, the circuit court was obligated to consider only two issues: (1) whether a valid 

arbitration agreement exists between the parties; and (2) whether the claims averred by the plaintiff 

fall within the substantive scope of that arbitration agreement. State ex rel. TD Ameritrade, Inc. v. 

Kaufman, 225 W.Va. 250,692 SE2d 293 (2010). 

Notwithstanding that a valid, written arbitration agreement obviously existed, and the 

dispute clearly falls within the scope of the arbitration agreement, the circuit court refused to compel 

arbitration. Without citation to any relevant West Virginia or federal case authority dealing with 

the enforceability of arbitration agreements, and without addressing typical contract defenses such 

as fraud, duress or unconscionability that ordinarily are the basis for controversy over the 

enforceability of arbitration agreements, the circuit court reasoned that because the arbitration 

provisions referenced the American Health Lawyers' Association ("AHLA") rules, specifically the 

"Rules of Procedure," and because the current AHLA rules provide that the AHLA will not 

administer an arbitration unless the arbitration agreement appears in a separate agreement, this 

oblique reference created an internal standard of enforceability of the arbitration provision. Since 

the arbitration provisions in this matter were embedded in the residency agreements, rather than in 

a separate agreement, the circuit court ruled that they did not meet their own "standards," and, 

therefore, were unenforceable. The circuit court arrived at that conclusion even though at the time 

the residency agreements containing the arbitration provisions were drafted, and when they were 
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entered into, the AHLA rule regarding separate agreements had not yet come into existence. The 

circuit court's reasoning also disregarded the plain fact that it would have been nonsensical for the 

draft~man of the residency agreements to have included a detailed, specific and precise arbitration 

agreement in the residency agreements, if, in fact, those provisions would be unenforceable unless 

set forth in a separate agreement. Further, the circuit court's reasoning treats the AHLA rule 

regarding separate agreements as a standard of enforceability, even when the AHLA has made 

explicit that this rule has absolutely no bearing on the enforceability of an agreement to arbitrate, 

and represents nothing more than an internal operating administrative requirement. Finally, the 

circuit court's interpretation is not supported by any relevant legal authority, and it is flatly in 

derogation of the mandate of the Federal Arbitration Act1 and the West Virginia and federal case 

law decided thereunder. 

For these reasons, and as the following discussion demonstrates, the circuit court's ruling 

denying the motion to compel arbitration is in error, and must be reversed. 

B. Statement Of Facts Pertinent To Arbitration 

This action involves four assisted living residences in West Virginia, including The 

Greystone, where the Respondents' decedents resided.2 Although Respondents' first amended 

complaint alleges that Chancellor owns and operates each of the four assisted living residences, this 

allegation is incorrect. Each residence is owned and operated by separately licensed owners and 

operators. For example, The Greystone is owned and operated by Beckley Health Partners, Ltd. 

("Beckley Health"). A.0759-0760, ~2. The Petitioner in this matter, Chancellor, contracts with the 

1 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq. 
2 The remaining three residences are the Wyngate Senior Living Community at Barberville, the Wyngate 
Senior Living Community at Weirton and the Wyngate Senior Living Community at Parkersburg. 
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licensed owners and operators to provide certain management services. A different entity, 

Chancellor Health Partners, Inc., is the sole member of each of the owners and operators of each of 

the residences, including Beckley Health. See A.1372-1373, 11. 

Louise McGraw was admitted to The Greystone on March 27, 2013. A0760-0761, 16, and 

McGraw Residency Agreement dated April 8, 2013. A.0766. The Residency Agreement reflects 

that the agreement was executed on behalf of Ms. McGraw by her daughter, Nancy Reuschel, 

"POA." A.0783. According to the Affidavit of Megan Wilson, Ms. Wilson is familiar with Louis 

McGraw and the circumstances surrounding her residency. Nancy Reuschel represented to Ms. 

Wilson that she was authorized to act on behalf of her mother in executing the agreement. Ms. 

Wilson, on behalf of The Greystone, relied upon Ms. Reuschel' s representation in accepting her 

signature on the Residency Agreement. A.0760-0761, 116-7. Subsequently, Ms. Reuschel provided 

a copy of a Durable Power of Attorney to the Greystone facility executed on March 11, 2014. 

A.1168. 

Charlotte Rodgers was admitted to The Greystone under a Residency Agreement executed 

by her daughter, Loretta Holcomb, dated July 4, 2014. A.0761, 17 and Rodgers' Residency 

Agreement, A.0785. The Rodgers' Residency Agreement is identical in every respect to the 

Residency Agreement executed on behalf of Ms. McGraw over one year earlier. Ms. Rodgers had 

appointed her daughter, Loretta Holcomb, as her attorney in fact through the execution of a Durable 

Power of Attorney dated October 25, 2006. A.1172. Ms. Wilson countersigned the Residency 

Agreement on behalf of Beckley Health. Ms. Rodgers was a resident of The Greystone following 

her admission through July 27, 2014. A.0761, ,1. 
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Each Residency Agreement designated various benefits and services to be provided to Ms. 

McGraw and Ms. Rodgers, including health and personal care, living accommodations, meals, and 

nursing services. Further, each Residency Agreement designated the Resident's monthly fee, 

depending upon the predetermined level of care provided to Plaintiffs' decedents. 

C. Facts Relating To The Arbitration Provision 

The identical Residency Agreements executed on behalf of Louis McGraw and Ms. 

Rodgers, of course, contain identical arbitration provisions. The full text of the relevant portions of 

the arbitration provision reads: 

C. ALL OTHER DISPUTES 

Any legal controversy, dispute, disagreement or claim of any kind arising out of, or 
related to this Agreement, or the breach thereof ( other than those actions addressed 
in Sections X.A. and X.B. of this Agreement), shall be settled exclusively by binding 
arbitration as set forth in Section X.D. below. This arbitration clause is meant to 
apply to all controversies, disputes, disagreements or claims including, but not 
limited to, all breach of contract claims, all negligence and malpractice claims, all 
tort claims, and all allegations of fraud in the inducement or requests for revision of 
the contract. 

D. CONDUCT OF BINDING ARBITRATION 

You understand that by hereby agreeing to arbitrate legal disputes means that you 
are waiving your right to sue in a court of law and to a trial by jury. You agree to 
arbitrate disputes by signing this Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator(s) shall 
be final and binding and may not be appealed nor may it be stayed. The arbitration 
will be conducted as follows: Any arbitration conducted pursuant to this Section X 
shall be conducted in Cabell County, West Virginia in accordance with the 
American Health Lawyers Association ("AHLA") Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. The award rendered by the arbitrator(s) 
shall be final, and judgment on the award shall be entered in accordance with 
applicable law in any court having jurisdiction thereof. The parties understand that 
arbitration proceedings are not free and that any person requesting arbitration will 
be required to pay a filing fee to AHLA and other expenses; however, the parties 
agree to divide the arbitration expenses equally. If you would like information 
regarding AHLA's Alternative Dispute Resolution Service, you may contact AHLA 
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at (202) 833-1100 or Suite 600, 1025 Connecticut Avenue NW, Washington, DC 
20036-5405. 

A.0798 (Emphasis added). 

The American Health Lawyer's Association ("AHLA") is an educational organization 

devoted to legal issues in the health care field. The AHLA offers dispute resolution services, 

including the administration of consumer arbitrations, and has published rules of procedure for 

arbitration which are periodically updated. The AHLA rules which became effective for claims 

recei.ved by the AHLA on or after September 15, 2019 3 entitled "Rules of Procedure for Consumer 

Arbitration" set forth that in order to file a claim for an arbitration to be administered by the AHLA, 

the arbitration agreement must meet the following prerequisites specified at Section 2 entitled, 

"Filing a Claim" which provides, in part, as follows: 

2.1 Requirements: 

To file a claim, a party must complete and submit the claim form on the AHLA 
website, pay the applicable fees listed in Exhibit 3 and on the form, provide a 
statement describing the issue(s) to be arbitrated, and either provide a copy of an 
agreement to arbitrate or a court order requiring arbitration of the claim under the 
Rules or cite a statute or regulation authorizing or requiring arbitration under the 
Rules. If the agreement to arbitrate was signed before the events giving rise to the 
claim occurred, the agreement must: 

(1) be a separate document conspicuously identified as an agreement to 
arbitrate; 

(2) include the following notice, or substantially similar language, in a 
conspicuous location: 

Voluntary Agreement to Arbitrate 

TIDS AGREEMENT GOVERNS IMPORTANT LEGAL RIGHTS. PLEASE 
READ IT CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. 

3 The version of the ARLA Rules which became effective on September 15, 2019 for claims received by the 
ARLA to administer an arbitration were recently amended effective September 1, 2020. The relevant 
provisions of Section 2 remain unchanged. 
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This is a voluntary agreement to resolve any dispute that may arise in the 
future between the parties under the American Health Lawyers Association's 
Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. In arbitration, a neutral third party 
chosen by the parties issues a final, binding decision. When parties agree to 
arbitrate, they waive their right to a trial by jury and the possibility of an 
appeal. 

(3) state conspicuously that the health care entity will provide the same care or 
treatment, without delay, if the agreement is not signed; and 

( 4) explicitly grant the resident or his or her representative the right to rescind 
the agreement within 30 calendar days of signing it (unless a state law 
appHcable to contracts generally grants a longer period for revocation). 

A.0972. 

Section 2.4 provides for a hearing procedure on the administration of the arbitration by the 

AHLA where a consumer claims that the arbitration agreement fails to comply with the 

requirements of Rule 2.1 and provides as follows: 

2.4 Hearing on Administration of Arbitration 

(a) SCHEDULING. If a Consumer claims the agreement to arbitrate fails to 
comply with the requirements listed in Rule 2.1, the arbitrator, once 
appointed, will promptly schedule a preliminary hearing on this issue. The 
arbitrator may conduct the hearing by telephone, by video conference, and/or 
by submission of briefs. 

(b) DETERMINATION. Within ten (10) days after the preliminary hearing is 
closed, the arbitrator will issue an award determining whether the agreement 
to arbitrate satisfies the requirements set forth in Rule 2.1. If the arbitrator 
determines that the agreement does not satisfy the requirements, the 
arbitrator will issue a Final Award terminating the arbitration without 
prejudice to any claims or defenses. The Final Award may order the Health 
Care Entity to pay all the costs and fees of arbitration, including the filing 
fee. If the arbitrator determines the agreement satisfies the requirements, the 
arbitrator will issue an interim award to that effect. Any determination under 
this section not to administer the arbitration shall not be considered a 
determination on the validity of the arbitration agreement, and the parties 
may arbitrate in another forum if their agreement so provides or if they 
otherwise agree. 

A.0973 (Emphasis added). 
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At the time the Residency Agreement and the arbitration provision contained therein were 

drafted and subsequently executed on behalf of Louis McGraw on March 27, 2013, the AHLA rules 

then in effect (as of May 31, 2012), entitled, "Rules of Procedure for Arbitration," did not require 

an arbitration agreement to meet any requirements, such as those set forth in Rule 2.1. The 

requirements of Rule 2.1 did not exist until they first appeared in subsequent versions of the AHLA 

rules, beginning with the 2014 version of the AHLA rules, entitled, "Rules of Procedure for 

Arbitration." The practically identical text of Rule 2.1 appears in the 2014 AHLArules at Rule 11.5 

entitled "Requirements for Administration by AHLA." While not germane to the issues on appeal, 

the only difference between Rule 2.1 and 11.5 is that the language of Rule 11.5 ( d), which 

corresponds to Rule 2.1(4), provides, that the agreement must "state conspicuously that the 

agreement to arbitrate may be revoked within 10 days after being signed (unless a state law 

applicable to contracts generally grants a longer period for revocation)." For the Court's reference, 

the 2012 and 2014 version of the AHLA rules are attached at Exhibits A and B respectively. 

The AHLA has published "AHLA Guide to Arbitration Clauses" which provides, with 

regard to pre-dispute arbitration clauses: "To have disputes that might arise in the future arbitrated 

through the AHLA Dispute Resolution Service, insert this clause into a contract: 'Any dispute 

arising out of or relating to this contract or the subject matter thereof, or any breach of this contract, 

including any dispute regarding the scope of this clause, will be resolved through arbitration 

administered by the American Health Lawyers Association Dispute Resolution Services and 

conducted pursuant to the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. Judgment on the award may 

be entered and enforced in any court having jurisdiction."' The AHLA Guide to Arbitration is 

attached at Exhibit C. 
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D. Procedural History 

Respondents initiated the instant action by filing a Class Action Complaint on October 25, 

2016, which alleged one count for violation of the West Virginia Consumer Credit Protection Act. 

A.0001. Respondents reasserted this count in their First Amended Class Action Complaint on 

November 29, 2016. A.0031. Prior counsel for Petitioner filed an Answer to Plaintiffs' First 

Amended Class Action Complaint on January 24, 2017, which contained various affirmative 

defenses that Petitioner was not a signatory to the Residency and Arbitration Agreements at issue 

and does not own or operate The Greystone. Petitioner alleged in its defenses that Beckley Health, 

a non-party, owns and operates The Greystone and countersigned the Residency Agreements 

executed by Respondents containing the arbitration provision at issue. A.0062-0087. On February 

13, 2017, Petitioner, by undersigned counsel, filed an Amended Answer to Respondents' First 

Amended Class Action Complaint asserting additional affirmative defenses based on Respondents' 

failure to appropriately name or join Beckley Health as a defendant. A.0141-0145. In light of 

Respondents' failure to join Beckley Health as a party in this case, a substantial legal question 

remained as to what extent the non-signatory Petitioner could enforce any provisions set forth in 

the Residency Agreement, including the arbitration provision. On December 1, 2016, shortly after 

the filing of its original complaint, Respondents served class action-related discovery on prior 

counsel. Petitioners objected to the discovery and thereafter, little or no discovery took place 

regarding Respondents' substantive claims.4 

4 Respondents First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents requested information 
in support of their alleged class action suit. Prior counsel for Petitioner served responses to these discovery 
requests on February 6, 2017, which generally objected to Respondents' discovery requests based on 
Respondents' failure to obtain class action certification as of that date. A.0088. 
{L0830124.4} 9 



Ms. Rodgers died on December 1, 2016, according to a Suggestion of Death filed in this 

matter. A.0192. A Suggestion of Death filed by Chancellor reflects that Ms. McGraw passed away 

on May 15, 2017. A.0192. On May 25, 2017, Petitioner filed a Motion for Leave to Amend the 

Answer, seeking to raise the affirmative defense of abatement of Respondents' claims under the 

WVCCPA. A.0196. 

, On July 14, 2017, Petitioner filed a Supplemental Motion for Leave to Amend the Answer 

to assert arbitration as an affirmative defense wherein Petitioner reiterated that although it is a 

nons~gnatory to the Residency Agreements containing the arbitration provision, given that it has a 

management relationship with each of the assisted living residences that are the subject of Plaintiffs' 

First: Amended Class Action Complaint, it was foreseeable that it may be able to enforce the 

arbitration provision and requested leave to assert arbitration as an affirmative defense in its Answer 

to the Complaint.5 A.0223. 

On July 17, 2017, Petitioners filed a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or in the 

Alternative, Motion for Summary Judgment, seeking the dismissal of Respondents' claims under 

the WVCCPA as they abated upon the deaths of Respondents' decedents.6 A.0243. 

After this Court issued the decision of Bluestem Brands, Inc., v. Shade, 239 W.Va. 694,805 

S.E.2d 805 (2017) on October 6, 2017 announcing that a nonsignatory to an agreement containing 
:I 

5 Petitioner's purpose in moving to amend the answer was to preserve a right to enforce the arbitration 
provision should Beckley Health later be brought into the case as a party-Defendant. It was Petitioner's 
intention that once Beckley Health Partners became a party Defendant, the arbitration provision would then 
be invoked. See A.1373. · 
6 On' August 25, 2017, the assigned Judge recused himself due to a potential conflict of interest and 
reassigned the case to the Honorable Andrew Dimlich. In the order of recusal, the circuit court judge vacated 
an earlier order dated June 29, 2017 substituting the Respondents as representatives of the respective estates 
of Ms. McGraw and Ms. Rodgers. To date, the Respondents have yet to be substituted as representatives of 
the respective estates as plaintiffs. 
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an arbitration provision has an affirmative legal right to enforce the arbitration provision, Petitioner 

immediately invoked the arbitration provision by filing a Supplement to Supplemental Motion for 

Leave to Amend the Answer to assert arbitration as a defense on December 29, 201 7. A. 0541. 

By Order of March 11, 2019, the circuit court granted Petitioner's request to amend its 

Answer to assert the defenses of abatement and arbitration, but denied Petitioner's Motion for 

Judgment on the Pleadings or in the Alternative, Motion for Summary Judgment, finding that 

Respondent's claims under the WVCCPA survive the deaths of Respondents' decedents.7 A.0738. 

On April 3, 2019, Petitioner filed a Second Amended Answer to Respondents' First Amended Class 

Action Complaint, asserting the defenses of abatement and binding arbitration. A.0745. 

Thereafter, Petitioner filed a Motion to Stay Proceedings Pending Disposition of 

Defendants' Petition for Writ of Mandamus or Prohibition, which was granted by the Court on May 

2, 2019. A.0750. The parties thereafter conferred and agreed that the interests of judicial economy 

would be served by further developing the record and litigating the issue of arbitrability. The parties 

submitted and the Court entered, an Agreed Order dated May 29, 2019 providing for the filing of a 

Motion to Compel Arbitration by the Petitioner, discovery on the issue of arbitrability, scheduling 

deadlines with regard to Defendant's Motion to Compel Arbitration and reflecting that the May 2, 

2019 stay order remained in effect. A0755-0758. In accordance with the May 29, 2019 order, 

Petitioner filed a Motion to Compel Arbitration on June 6, 2019. A.0807. 

Due to the pendency of discovery motions, the various deadlines for discovery and briefing 

set forth in the May 29, 2019 order were vacated and extended pursuant to an Amendment to Agreed 

7 In its March 11, 2019 order denying Petitioner's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, or in the 
Alternative, Motion for Summary Judgment, although the issue of arbitrability was not before it, the circuit 
court stated that the court "clearly cannot rule" on whether arbitration should be compelled in this matter "at 
this stage oflitigation." See March 11, 2019 Order, p. 6. A.0743. 
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Order of May 29 2019 dated September 6, 2019. A.0862. Following a status conference held on 

March 6, 2020, an order was entered on March 10, 2020 establishing a new arbitration discovery 

deadline of May 1, 2020 and setting a briefing schedule on the Defendant's Motion to Compel 

Arbitration. The parties subsequently conferred and agreed that certain issues relating to the validity 

of the arbitration provision could be resolved as a matter of law, without the development of a 

factual record, and agreed to proceed with briefing these issues of law, which could be dispositive 

of the issue of arbitrability. The parties submitted a Joint Status Conference Report on March 30, 

2020, setting forth a proposed briefing schedule. A.0865. 

·, 1. Proceedings On Motion to Compel Arbitration and Circuit Court's Order Denying 
Motion to Compel Arbitration 

Petitioner filed its Brief in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration on May 11, 2020, an 

Am~nded Brief in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration on May 20, 2020 and a Supplemental 

Brief in Support of Motion to Compel Arbitration on May 28, 2020. A.1079, A.1177. On May.18, 

2020, Respondents filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Concerning Arbitration of 

Plaintiffs' Claims and Memorandum of Law in Support. A.0869. 

Before the circuit court, Petitioner argued that the arbitration agreement does not require the 

AHLA to administer the arbitration, as the agreement only requires that the arbitration be conducted 

"in accordance with" the rules of the AHLA. Petitioner strenuously argued that the requirements 

of AHLA Rule 2.1 are only prerequisites that an arbitration agreement must meet in order for the 

AHLA to administer the arbitration and are not pertinent to the issue of the enforceability of the 

arbitration provision. The arbitration may be conducted by a non-AHLA arbitrator by applying 

AHLA rules that are specific to the administration of the arbitration process itself, such as rules for 

discovery, prehearing procedures, and the hearing process. Petitioner also argued that pursuant to 
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Section 5 of the FAA, (9 U.S.C, § 5), a court may designate a substitute arbitrator when the 

designated arbitral forum is unavailable or refuses to conduct the arbitration, such as here. 

Contrarily, Respondents argued that the arbitration agreement requires that the ARLA 

administer the arbitration and that the arbitration agreement's noncompliance with ARLA Rule 2.1 

rendered the arbitration agreement invalid and unenforce;ible, as the ARLA will not conduct the 

arbitration. Respondents further argued that the agreement's compliance with Rule 2.1 is required 

in order for any arbitral forum to conduct the arbitration. 

A hearing on the motions did not occur, and based upon the written submissions alone, on 

October 2, 2020, the circuit court issued an order denying Defendant's Motion to Compel 

Arbitration and dismissed Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment as moot.8 The circuit 

court rejected Respondents' argument that the arbitration agreement was invalid because of the 

unavailability and/or refusal of the AHLA to administer the arbitration stating "the [arbitration] 

agreement does not require the organization [ARLA] to administer the arbitration."9 A.1394. 

8 The circuit court determined that the issue concerning the enforceability of the arbitration agreement 
"should be determined on the granting or denying of defendant's motion to compel arbitration." A.1392. 
9 The circuit court's determination is in alignment with an abundance oflegal authority which supports that 
where an arbitration agreement provides that the arbitration is to be conducted in accordance with the rules 
of a specific forum, there is no requirement that the arbitral forum referenced in the agreement administer 
the arbitration, but only that the forum's rules be utilized by any arbitral forum in conducting the arbitration. 
"[W]hen an arbitration clause selects an arbitral forum's rules but does not expressly designate that forum 
to hear the matter, arbitration may be compelled notwithstanding the forum's unavailability." Reddman v. 
KPMG LLP, 457 F.3d 1054, 1059-61 (9th Cir. 2006), abrogated on other grounds by At/. Nat'/ Trust LLC v. 
Mt. Hawley Ins. Co., 621 F.3d 931 (9th Cir. 2010). "A majority of courts recognize a distinction between 
agreements requiring a proceeding 'administered by' a particular arbitral forum and those providing for a 
proceeding conducted 'in accordance with' the named forum's rules." Jose Evenor Taboada v. AmFirst 
Insurance Co., 2019 WL 3604613 (S.D. Miss. 2019), citing Dean v. Heritage Healthcare of Ridgeway, LLC, 
408 S.C. 371, 383, 759 S.E.2d 727, 733 (2014) (arbitration agreement was enforced even though the AAA 
was not available to conduct the arbitration, where the agreement provided that the arbitration would be 
administered "in accordance with the AAA's Commercial Arbitration Rules", but not that it be administered 
by the AAA.) See also Meskill v. GGNSC Stillwater Greenley, LLC, 682 F.Supp.2d 966 (D. Minn. 2012) 
("The Agreement here provides that disputes will be submitted to Arbitration 'in accordance with the 
National Arbitration Forum Code of Procedure. On its face, this provision does not mandate that the NAF 
{L0830 I 24.4 } 13 



Despite the circuit court's finding that the arbitration clause does not require the AHLA to 

administer the arbitration, the circuit court determined that the arbitration clause is not enforceable 

because it does not comply with the requirement of Rule 2.1 that it be a separate agreement, inter 

alia. In fact, the circuit court determined that the requirements of Rule 2.1 constitute a standard 

embod~ed by arbitration provision itself. The circuit court stated, "the arbitration agreement is a 

part of the admissions documentation and is in no way a separate document" and determined that 

the arbitration clause is unenforceable, stating, "Defendant made a prima facie showing of the 

existence of an arbitration agreement. Plaintiffs, however, have met their burden of proof by 

demonstrating that the subject agreement 'cannot be enforced as written because it does not comply 

with its own stated standards."' A.1394 (Emphasis added). 10 

For the reasons set forth herein, the circuit court erroneously determined that AHLA Rule 

2.1, ,and specifically its requirement that the arbitration agreement be a separate document, is 

integrated into the arbitration agreement and creates a standard of enforceability of the arbitration 

agreement. The circuit court's reasoning and conclusions are not based upon any federal or West 

Virginia case law pertaining to the enforcement of arbitration agreements and thus the circuit court 

erred in determining that the arbitration agreement is not valid or enforceable. 

actually conduct the arbitration - it requires only that the NAF Code be applied by the arbitrator ... If the 
parties had contemplated the NAF would be their exclusive arbitral forum, they could have easily said so -
there would be no need for them to do so obliquely by 'specifying that the arbitration must be conducted by 
the NAF's Rules."' Id. at 972, 973). 
1° For this highly controversial proposition, the circuit court purported to cite "State ex rel. TD Ameritrade 
v. Shade, 239 W.Va. 694,804 S.E.2d 805 (2010)" A.1394. The circuit court's citation, is obviously mistaken, 
because it identifies no decision of this Court. The case cited appears to be an amalgamation of citations to 
two decisions of this Court, BluestemBrands, Inc. vShade, 239 W.Va. 694,805 S.E.2d 805 (2010) and State 
ex rel. TD Ameritrade, Inc. v. Kaufman, 225 W.Va. 250, 692 S.E.2d 293 (2010) . Neither of these decisions 
support the proposition that an arbitration agreement's reference to an arbitral forum's rules creates an 
internal standard of compliance with the rules within the arbitration agreement. 
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III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The circuit court erred in determining that the arbitration provision contained within the 

Resi~ency Agreements is unenforceable on the basis that the arbitration provision is not a separate 

document as required by the ARLA Rule 2.1 in order for the ARLA to administer the arbitration. 

The circuit court's refusal to enforce the arbitration agreement is erroneous in severaPrespects. 

The agreement does not require the AHLA to administer the arbitration, as it only requires 

that the arbitration be conducted "in accordance with" the ARLA Rules of Arbitration. Rule 2.1 

only imposes certain requirements that an arbitration agreement must meet in order for the ARLA 

to administer the arbitration. It does not create a standard of enforceability of the arbitration 

agre~ment. The requirements of Rule 2.1 are not integrated into the arbitration agreement merely 

becaµse the agreement refers to the AHLA rules in the context that the arbitration is to be conducted 

in accordance with the AHLA rules. That Rule 2.1 does not create a standard of enforceability of 

the arbitration agreement is further evidenced by AHLA Rule 2.4(b ), which was ignored by the 

circuit court, and which specifically states that any determination that the arbitration agreement 

does not satisfy the requirements of the Rule 2.1, "shall not be considered a determination on the 

validity of the arbitration agreement, and the parties may arbitrate in another forum if their 

agreement so provides or if they otherwis~ agree ... " (Emphasis added). See ARLA Rule 2.4(b). 

When the Residency Agreements were drafted and the McGraw agreement was executed in 

March of 2013, the 2012 version of the ARLA rules which were in effect at that time, did not 

include the requirements of Rule 2.1 or any other requirements that an arbitration agreement must 

meet. See Exhibit A. Thus the drafter of the agreement and the parties clearly could not have 

intended that the reference to the ARLA rules in the arbitration agreement created a standard of 
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enforceability when the standards of Rule 2.1 were not in existence. Even if Rule 2.1 had been in 

existence at the time the agreement was drafted, given that the arbitration provision is contained 

within the Residency Agreements, the parties and the drafter of the Residency Agreements could 

not have intended that the arbitration clause would not be enforceable if it did not comply with the 

requirements of Rule 2.1, particularly the requirement that it be a separate agreement. It would be 

nonsensical to conclude that the scrivener of the Residency Agreement and the parties to the 

agreement intended that the arbitration provision include a standard of enforceability that it be a 

separate agreement. 

Rule 2.1 is not a procedural rule and would not apply to the administration of an arbitration 

conducted in accordance with the AHLA rules. Rule 2.1 does not deal with typical procedural rules 

governing the administration of an arbitration proceeding. The AHLA rules contain several rules 

relating to the administration of an arbitration hearing, such as rules concerning discovery, 

prehearing procedures and hearing procedures. Any arbitration conducted in accordance with the 

AHLA rules would utilize these latter rules. The arbitration agreement clearly contemplates, as do 

the rules of the AHLA, that a non-AHLA arbitrator may administer the arbitration. 

The circuit court's determination that the arbitration provision is unenforceable because it 

does not comply with its own standards is completely erroneous. Further, the rules of the AHLA 

do not govern whether an arbitration agreement is valid and enforceable. The issue of whether an 

arbitration agreement is enforceable is a matter of state contract law. TD Auto Fin. LLC v. Reynolds, 

243 · W.Va. 230, 842 S.E.2d 783, 787 (2020). The circuit court did not base its decision that the 

arbitration provision is unenforceable on the applicability of any contract defenses. The circuit court 

thus erred in denying Petitioner's motion to compel arbitration. 
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IV. STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

This case is suitable for oral argument under W.Va.P.App.P. 19(a). The circuit court's 

determination that the arbitration clause is not valid and enforceable on the basis that it does not 

conform to certain internal administrative standards established by the AHLA, is in contravention 

of well-established West Virginia contract law that the validity and enforceability of a contract is 

to be determined in accordance with the intent of the parties. There is no requirement under West 

Virginia law or cases interpreting the FAA that an arbitration agreement must be a separate 

agreement in order to be enforceable. The ARLA has no authority to govern whether an arbitration 

prov~sion is enforceable under West Virginia law. The circuit court's determination that the 

arbitration clause is not valid and enforceable is also unsupported by well-established law which 

provides that an alternate arbitrator may administer the arbitration where the designated arbitral 

forum is unavailable or refuses to conduct the arbitration. 

V. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

"When an appeal from an order denying a motion to dismiss and to compel arbitration is 

properly before this Court, our review is de novo." Certegy Check Services, Inc. v. Fuller, 241 

W.Va. 701, 704, 828 S.E.2d 89, 92 (2019) (citing W. Va. CVS Pharmacy, LLC v. McDowell 

Pharmacy, Inc., 238 W.Va. 465, 796 S.E.2d 574 (2017)). 

A. 

VI. ARGUMENT 

The Circuit Court Erred In Refusing To Enforce The Clear And Unambiguous 
Arbitration Provision In The Residency Agreements On The Basis That It Is Not A 
Separate Document As Required By AHLA 2.1 As Rule 2.1 Does Not Create Standard 
Of Enforceability Of The Arbitration Provision 

"[W]hile there is no question "that the party seeking to enforce an agreement has the burden 

of establishing its existence, ... once prima facie evidence of the agreement has been presented, the 
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burden shifts to the party seeking to avoid the agreement." State ex rel. Troy Grp., Inc. v. Sims, 852 

S.E.2d 270,276 (W.Va. 2020), quoting, Employee Resource Group, LLC v. Collins, No. 18-0007, 

2019 WL 2338500, at *2 (W.Va. June 3, 2019) (memorandum decision), citing Louisville Peterbilt, 

Inc. v. Cox, 132 S.W.3d 850,857 (Ky. 2004). (A party "me[ets] the primafacie burden by providing 

copies of [a] written and signed agreement[ ]to arbitrate.") Id at 276, quoting Collins, supra; MHC 

Kenworth-Knoxville/Nashville v. M & H Trucking, LLC, 392 S.W.3d 903, 906 (Ky. 2013) 

( emphasis in original). The circuit court recognized that Petitioner met its burden of proof in the 

first instance by demonstrating the existence of a written arbitration agreement. However, the circuit 

court determined that the Respondents met their burden of proving that the arbitration provision is 

not enforceable on the basis that it does not comply with the requirements of ARLA Rule 2.1, 

specifically, that rule's requirement that an arbitration provision be a separate agreement. A.0972 

The circuit court based its refusal to enforce the arbitration provision on the premise that 

Rule 2.1 of the ARLA, which came into existence years after the drafting and execution of the 

Residency Agreement containing the arbitration provision, created internal standards that the 

arbitration agreement had to meet in order to be enforceable. For multiple reasons, the circuit court's 

reasoning and decision is plainly erroneous. 

1. The Drafter And Parties Could Not Have Intended That The Requirements Of 
Rule 2.1 Create Standards Of Enforceability Of The Arbitration Agreement 

The circuit court's reasoning abandoned well-established principles of proper contract 

interpretation by determining that the requirements of ARLA Rule 2.1 were integrated into the 

arbitration provision, when the arbitration provision did not state any enforceability requirements, 

but merely stated that the arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the ARLA rules. "A 

valid written instrument which expresses the intent of the parties in plain and unambiguous 
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language is not subject to judicial construction or interpretation but will be applied and enforced 

according to such intent. It is not the right or province of a court to alter, pervert or destroy the clear 

meaning and intent of the parties as expressed in unambiguous language in their written contract or 

to make a new or different contract for them." Ascent Res. - Marcellus, LLC v. Huffman, 851 S.E.2d 

782, 788 (W.Va. 2020), citing Syl. Pts. 1 and 3 of Cotiga Dev. Co. v. United Fuel Gas Co., 147 

W.Va. 484, 128 S.E.2d 626 (1962). "Where the contractual language is clear, then, such language 

should be construed as reflecting the intent of the parties; courts are not at liberty to, sua sponte, 

add to or detract from the parties' agreement." Cotiga Dev., supra. at 626. 

The intent of the parties "must be gathered from an examination of the whole instrument, 

which should be so construed, if possible, as to give meaning to every word, phrase and clause and 

also render all its provisions consistent and harmonious." Edwin Miller Investments, L.L.C. v. CGP 

Dev.: Co., 232 W.Va. 474, 479-80, 752 S.E.2d 901, 906-07 (2013), citing, Syl., Henderson Dev. 

Co. y. United Fuel, 121 W.Va. 284, 3 S.E.2d 217 (1939). A contract "will be interpreted and 

construed as of the date of its execution." Ascent Res., supra at 787, citing Syl. Pt. 2, Oresta v. 

Romano Bros., Inc., 137 W.Va. 633, 73 S.E.2d 622 (1952). See also Bruen v. Thaxton, 126 W.Va. 

330, 340, 28 S.E.2d 59, 64 (1943) ("[i]t goes without saying that the intent of the parties sought to 

be reached is [the] intent existing at the time the contract was made."). 

, 1 The Residency Agreement containing the arbitration provision was executed on behalf of 

Ms.·McGraw in March of 2013. Thus the intent of the parties existing in March, 2013 is relevant, 
I 

as ~e arbitration agreement is to be interpreted as of the date of its execution. See Ascent Res., 

supra. at 787; Bruen, supra. at 64. The circumstances existing at the time the Residency Agreement 

was executed is of great import in ascertaining the intent of the parties. 
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In March, 2013, the 2012 version of the AHLA rules were in effect. Conspicuously absent 

from'. the 2012 version of the AHLA rules are any internal standards or requirements concerning the 

contents or structure of the arbitration agreement, such as those reflected in Rule 2.1. See Exhibit 

A attached hereto. The drafter of the Residency Agreement and the parties could not have intended 

that the requirements of Rule 2.1 created a standard of enforceability of the arbitration agreement, 

as Rµle 2.1 did not exist at the time the Residency Agreement was executed. At the time the 
,, , 

Residency Agreement was drafted and executed, the AHLA rules contained no substantive 

requirements whatsoever that an arbitration agreement must meet. The substantive requirements of 

Rule 2.1 first appeared at Rule 11.5 of the 2014 version of the AHLA rules entitled "Requirements 

for Administration by AHLA". 11 See Exhibit B attached hereto. 

Once one recognizes the appropriate context, it is obvious that the circuit court incorrectly 

interpreted AHLA Rule 2.1 as creating a standard of enforceability as the rule did not even exist 

when the agreement was drafted and signed. Neither the drafter, nor the parties, could have intended 

the construction and interpretation of the arbitration provision assigned by the circuit court. 

One of the fundamental principles of contract interpretation dictates that a court should 

never interpret a contract that creates an absurd result. Dunbar Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge 

No. 119v. City of Dunbar, 218 W.Va. 239,624 S.E.2d 586,591 (2005) ("Generally, this Court will 

not interpret a contract in a manner that creates an absurd result." citing Ashland Oil, Inc. v. 

Donahue, 159 W.Va. 463, 223 S.E.2d 433 (1976)). Even if Rule 2.1 had been in existence when 

the residency agreement was drafted, it would be utterly absurd to interpret the reference to the 

AHLA rules as engrafting into the residency agreement a requirement for enforceability that the 

11 The title of Rule 11.5 is further evidence that the substantive requirements of the arbitration agreement set 
forth in the rule are only relevant to whether the AHLA will administer the arbitration as discussed herein. 
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arbitration provisions had to be in a separate agreement, because, quite obviously, the draftsman 

embedded the arbitration provision into the residency agreement. It would be nonsensical to 

conclude that the parties and the scrivener of the Residency Agreement intended that the arbitration 

prov~sion include a standard of enforceability that it be a separate agreement, where such an 

interpretation would be entirely inconsistent with the fact that the arbitration provision exists as a 

clause within the Residency Agreement. 

Apart from the pure absurdity that would result from the circuit court's interpretation of the 

arbitration provision, had drafter and parties intended that the arbitration provision comply with 

AHLA Rule 2.1, it would have been specifically and conspicuously stated in agreement. To 

conclude that the draftsman intended to manifest such a remarkable intent, there would have to be 

conclusive, precise and unambiguous language stated in the agreement that compliance with Rule 

2.1, · including the requirement that the arbitration provision be a separate agreement, is necessary 

in order for the arbitration provision to be enforceable. It is not reasonable to believe that the parties 

or the draftsman would seek to accomplish such an absurd result. 

The circuit court's determination that the arbitration agreement cannot be enforced because 

it does not comply with its "own standards" is not supported by the language of the agreement. The 

circuit court's determination that Rule 2.1 's requirements are integrated or incorporated into the 

arbitration provision is akin to a rewriting of the arbitration provision which is prohibited under 

West Virginia law. "It is not the province of the court to alter, pervert or destroy the clear meaning 

and of the parties as plainly expressed in the written contract, or to make a new contract for them, 

by judicial construction of the instrument." Ascent Res., supra. at 788. "Courts are not at liberty 

to, sua sponte, add to or detract from the parties' agreement." Cotiga Dev., supra. at 626. 
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' The agreement is devoid of any language requiring that it comply with Rule 2.1. The AHLA 

rule~ are not incorporated or engrafted into the arbitration agreement. The plain and unambiguous 

lang1,1age of the arbitration provision reflects only one'requirement, that the arbitration be conducted 

"in accordance with" the AHLA Rules of Arbitration. The circuit court erred in rewriting the 

arbitration provision to include a standard of enforceability by engrafting the requirements of 

AHLA Rule 2.1 into the agreement, where the plain language does not support such a conclusion. 
,I 
i 

2. The AHLA Did Not Intend That Rule 2.1 Creates A Standard Of Enforceability 
Of The Arbitration Agreement 

AHLA Rule 2.1 only deals with requirements that an arbitration agreement must meet in 

orde:r for a claim for arbitration to be made with the AHLA. A.0972. It is not a rule of procedure 

that ,would be utilized in the administration of the arbitration hearing process itself. It merely 

func~ions as a gatekeeper for claims filed with the AHLA requesting that it administer an arbitration. 
; 

! : In the absence of the filing a claim with the AHLA, the requirements of Rule 2.1 become 

moot. Even a claim were filed, other provisions of the AHLA rules clearly reflect AHLA's intention 

that Rule 2.1 does not create a standard of enforceability of an arbitration provision and that the 

rules contemplate the administration of the arbitration by a non-AHLA arbitrator where the 

agreement does not comply with Rule 2.1. 

: : AHLA Rule 2.4, entitled, "Hearing on Administration of Arbitration" establishes a hearing 
I 

procedure for the determination of whether the AHLA will administer the arbitration where a party 

claims that the arbitration agreement does not satisfy the requirements of Rule 2.1. It provides, in 

pertinent part, that "If a Consumer claims the agreement fails to comply with the requirements listed 

in Rule 2.1, the [ AHLA] arbitrator, once appointed, will schedule a hearing on this issue." See Rule 

2.4(b ). Rule 2.4(b) further provides, in part, "If the arbitrator determines that the agreement does 
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not · satisfy the requirements, the arbitrator will issue a Final Award terminating the 

arbitration ... Any determination under this section not to administer the arbitration shall not be 

considered a determination on the validity of the arbitration agreement, and the parties may 

arbitrate in another forum if their agreement so provides or if they otherwise agree." A.0973. 

It is clear that under the AHLA rules, an arbitration agreement's failure to meet the 

requirements of Rule 2.1 does not affect the validity and enforceability of the arbitration agreement, 

but is only relevant as to whether the AHLA will administer the arbitration. The arbitration 

provision allows for the arbitration to be conducted in another alternate forum, as the provision 

states that the arbitration is to be conducted "in accordance with" the AHLA rules. Usage of this 

phrase reflects the parties' intent that the arbitration may be conducted in an alternate forum. An 

alternate forum may conduct the arbitration utilizing the AHLA rules. See Reddman, supra., at 

1059-61 (2006). 

An alternate arbitral forum need only conduct the arbitration by utilizing the procedural 

rules set forth in the AHLA rules pertaining to discovery, the exchange of information, prehearing 

procedures and the hearing process. Naturally, the AHLA rules contain a plethora of procedural 

rules related to the administration of the arbitration, including prehearing procedures at Section 5 

entitled "Pre-Hearing Process" which includes procedures for "Objections, Answers and 

Counterclaims" (Section 5.1), "Status Conference" (Section 5.4), "Discovery" (Section 5.5), 

"Motions" (Section 5.6), "Date, Time and Location of the Hearing" (Section 5.7), "Subpoenas" 

(Section 5.8) and "Inspection or Investigation" (Section 5.9). Section 6 of the AHLA rules entitled 

"Hearings" contains procedures for "Exchange of Information" (Section 6.1 ), "Transcript" 

(Section 6.2), "Attendance" (Section 6.3), "Oaths" (Section 6.4), "Conduct of Hearings" (Section 
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6.5), "Evidence" (Section 6.6), "Failure to Appear" (Section 6. 7), "Closing of Hearing (Section 6.8) 

and ~fFinal Awards" (Section 7). See AHLA rules, Sections 5-7, A.0981-0987. For an arbitration to 

be conducted "in accordance with" the AHLA rules, there must only be adherence to the procedural 

rules for arbitration set forth in Sections 5 through 7 of the AHLA rules, not the structural 

requirements or "standards" that the agreement must meet under Rule 2.1 in order for the AHLA 

to administer the arbitration. 

The circuit court's interpretation of the arbitration provision as requiring compliance with 

Rule 2.1 as a prerequisite to its enforceability signifies that the circuit court ignored the explicit 

language of Rule 2.4 (b) that failure to comply with Rule 2.1 does not impact the enforceability of 

the agreement. As Rule 2.1 is not a procedural rule concerning the conduct of the arbitration, the 

AHLA could not have intended it apply or be consulted during the course of the administration of 

the arbitration. This is evidenced by the AHLA's inclusion of Sections 5 through 7 in the AHLA 

Rules, which are specifically directed toward the administration of an arbitration and it is these 

rules which would be followed by the arbitrator in conducting the arbitration "in accordance with" 

the AHLA rules. The AHLA Guidelines for Arbitration Agreements provide specific instructions 

to interested parties as to how the language of an arbitration agreement should read in order for the 

AHLA to be required to administer the arbitration. Specifically, the guidelines provide that the 

arbitration agreement should state; 

Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract or the subject matter thereof, 
or any breach of this contract, including any dispute regarding the scope of this 
clause, will be resolved through arbitration administered by the American Health 
Lawyers Association Dispute Resolution Services and conducted pursuant to the 
AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. 

See Exhibit C attached hereto. 
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·; Obviously, the arbitration provision does not contain the language suggested by the AHLA 

Guid'elines for Arbitration Agreement, or even similar language, so as to require the AHLA to 

administer the arbitration. While the arbitration provision provides that the arbitration be conducted 

in accordance with the AHLA Rules of Arbitration and provides certain information regarding the 

AHLA at the end of the provision, the arbitration provision clearly does not require the AHLA to 

conduct the arbitration. The information regarding the AHLA in the arbitration provision is merely . . . 

notification of one of many possible forums to conduct the arbitration. The explicit absence of any 
i 

requ~rement in the subject arbitration provision that the arbitration is to be administered by the 

AHLA lends further support for the conclusion that a non-AHLA arbitrator may administer the 

arbitration by utilizing the aforementioned AHLA rules concerning hearing procedures. Given the 
I 

I 

existence of the AHLA rules concerning discovery, prehearing procedures and the hearing and the 

existence of Rule 2.4(b ), the AHLA clearly contemplated that other arbitrators may conduct the 

arbitration, even if the agreement is not a separate document or fails to meet any other requirement 

of Rule 2.1. 

3. The Circuit Court Erred In Determining That The Requirements of AHLA 
Rule 2.1 Are Incorporated Into The Arbitration Provision 

The circuit court's determination that the requirements of AHLA Rule 2.1 are integrated 

and incorporated into the arbitration provision is not in accord with West Virginia law concerning 

the binding nature of documents or writings incorporated into an agreement. Under West Virginia 

law,-three elements must be satisfied in order for separate writings to be validly incorporated into 

an agreement: 

In the law of contracts, parties may incorporate by reference separate writings 
together into one agreement. However, a general reference in one writing to another 
document is not sufficient to incorporate that other document into a final agreement. 
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To uphold the validity of terms in a document incorporated by reference, (1) the 
writing must make a clear reference to the other document so that the parties' assent 
to the reference is unmistakable; (2) the writing must describe the other document 
in such terms that its identity may be ascertained beyond doubt; and (3) it must be 
certain that the parties to the agreement had knowledge of and assented to the 
incorporated document so that the incorporation will not result in surprise or 
hardship. 

State ex rel. U-Haul Co. ofW. Va. v. Zakaib, 232 W.Va. 432, 752 S.E.2d 586,589 (2013). 

AHLA Rule 2.1 is not validly incorporated into the arbitration provision under the above 

elements. None of the above elements are not met. Although the arbitration provision states that the, 

arbitration is to be conducted in accordance with the AHLA rules, it does not make reference to or 

describe Rule 2.1 or attempt to incorporate the substantive requirements of Rule 2.1. As a result, 

the parties could not have assented to the inclusion of Rule 2.1 given that there is no reference to it 

in the arbitration provision. Given the absence of any reference to Rule 2.1, the parties could not 

have· had knowledge of or assented to an incorporation of Rule 2.1 into the arbitration provision. 

The ·AHLA rules, and specifically Rule 2.1, are not validly incorporated into the arbitration 

provision and therefore, the circuit court.erred in treating AHLA Rule 2.1 as if where incorporated 

into the provision. 

4. The AHLA Lacks Authority To Create A Legal Standard Of Enforceability Of 
Arbitration Agreements 

Clearly, AHLA Rule 2.1 is not an attempt by the AHLA to create a rule for the enforceability 

of an arbitration provision, as !he AHLA has no authority to create such rules. Only Congress, the 

West Virginia Legislature, and West Virginia courts have authority to create rules concerning the 

enforceability of an arbitration clause. None of these governing authorities has ever remotely 

suggested that a separate arbitration agreement is of any consequent to the enforceability of the 

agreement. There is no West Virginia case law or statutory authority which requires that an 
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arbitration agreement be a separate agreement in order to be enforceable. If there were such 

statutory or case authority, arbitration provisions contained within contracts would not be 

enforceable. Thus it is clear that an arbitration agreement which includes a standard that it must be 

a separate agreement is antithetical to West Virginia law and the FAA. Section 2 of the FAA 

prov1des: 

Under the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §2, a written provision to settle by 
arbitration, a controversy arising out of a contract that evidences a transaction 
affecting interstate commerce is valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, unless the 
provision is found to be inyalid, revocable or unenforceable upon a ground that 
exists at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract." (Emphasis added). 

There are no conceivable grounds at law or in equity that support that an arbitration 

provision must be a separate agreement. The circuit court misconstrued Respondents' burden of 

proving that the arbitration agreement is not enforceable based upon law or equity. In order to meet 

their burden, Respondent had to produce evidence to legally avoid the agreement. See State ex rel. 

Troy Grp., supra. at 265, 277, citing Begonfa v. Vornado Realty Tr., 159 F.Supp.3d 402, 409 

(S .D .N. Y. 2016) ("The party moving to compel arbitration 'must make a prima facie initial showing 

that an agreement to arbitrate existed before the burden shifts to the party opposing arbitration to 

put the making of that agreement "in issue."' Hines v. Overstock.com, Inc., 380 Fed. Appx. 22, 24 

(2d Cir. 2010) (summary order). Subsequently, the party 'seeking to avoid arbitration generally 

beru.:s the burden of showing the agreement to be inapplicable or invalid."' Harrington v. Atl. 

Sounding Co., Inc., 602 F.3d 113, 124 (2d Cir. 2010) (Emphasis added.). 

Respondents failed to submit any evidence that would invalidate the arbitration provision 

as a matter of law. The only evidence proffered by Respondents for the purpose of invalidating the 

agreement are the AHLA rules which became effective in September 2019. However, the AHLA 
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has no legal authority to create rules concerning the enforceability of an arbitration provision. An 

arbitration agreement's non-compliance with the ARLA rules does not constitute a basis "in law or 

equity" to render an arbitration provision invalid. 

The circuit court's refusal to enforce the arbitration provision on the basis that it is not a 

separate agreement does not constitute a legal basis recognized at law sufficient to support the 

Court's determination that Respondents met their burden of proving that the arbitration provision 

is invalid or avoidable. Absent such a basis founded in law or equity, the circuit court erred in 

determining that Respondents met their burden of proof. As Petitioner satisfied its burden of making 

out aprima f acie case that a written arbitration agreement exists, the circuit court erred in failing to 

enforce the arbitration agreement. 

5. The Validity And Enforceability Of The Arbitration Agreement Is Governed 
By State Contract Law And Not The Rules Of The AHLA 

The circuit court's erroneous determination is completely in contravention of well

established West Virginia law which dictates that, "[T]he issue of whether an arbitration agreement 

is a valid contract is a matter of state contract law and capable of state judicial review."12 See 

Reynolds, supra. at 787 (W.Va. 2020); see also, At!. Credit & Fin. Special Fin. Unit, LLC v. Stacy, 

No. 17-0615, 2018 WL 5310172, at *5 (W.Va. Oct. 26, 2018) ("The determination of whether there 

is a valid arbitration agreement between the parties is to be determined by applicable state contract 

law/' citing State ex rel. Clites v. Clawges, 224 W.Va. 299,305, 685 S.E.2d 693, 699 (2009)). "The 

FAA 'places arbitration agreements on an equal footing with other contracts, and requires courts to 

12 This Court recently addressed the proper analysis of the issue of whether a valid arbitration agreement 
exists between the parties. "The threshold issue - 'whether a valid arbitration agreement exists' -is really two 
intertwined issues. First, is there an agreement? Second, ifthere is an agreement, is it valid (i.e., in the sense 
of being enforceable)t' Certegy Check Servs., supra. 
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enfor,ce them according to their terms.'" New v. GameStop, Inc., 232 W.Va. 564, 572, 753 S.E.2d 

62, 70 (2013) quoting State ex rel. Johnson Controls, Inc. v Tucker, 229 W.Va. 486, 494, 729 

S.E.2d 808, 816 (2012) (quoting Rent-A-Center, West, Inc. v. Jackson, 558 U.S. 1142, 130 S. Ct. 

1133, 175 L.Ed.2d 941 (2010)). Pursuant to West Virginia law, the validity of an arbitration 

agreement is not governed by the rules of a designated arbitration forum, but is instead determined 

by the application of state contract law. 

' 
', "The fundamentals of a legal contract are competent parties, legal subject matter, valuable 

consideration and mutual assent. There can be no contract if there is one of these essential elements 

upon which the minds of the parties are not in agreement."' Certergy Check, supra. at 92 citing Syl. 

Pt. 5, Virginian Exp. Coal Co. v. Rowland Land Co., 100 W.Va. 559, 131 S.E. 253 (1926); see also 

At!. Credit & Fin., supra., 2018 WL 5310172, at *5 (W.Va. Oct. 26, 2018) (memorandum decision) 

(quoting Virginian Exp. and stating that these fundamentals are "well-established"). "Generally 

applicable contract defenses-such as laches, estoppel, waiver, fraud, duress, or 

unconscionability-may be applied to invalidate an arbitration agreement." State ex rel. Johnson 

Controls, supra. at 493 (2012). 

The circuit court failed to address West Virginia contract law in determining whether the 

arbitration provision is valid and enforceable. The circuit court failed to make any determination 

that any of the fundamental elements of a contract are absent, nor did it find that any valid defense 
' 

to the enforceability of the arbitration agreement applied.13 The circuit court's erroneous 

13 "Nothing in the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 2, overrides normal rules of contract interpretation. 
Generally applicable contract defenses - such as laches, estoppel, waiver, fraud, duress, or unconscionability 
- may be applied to invalidate an arbitration agreement." Syl. Pt. 9, Brown v. Genesis Healthcare Corp., 228 
W.Va. 646, 724 S.E.2d 250 (2011) (overruled in part on other grounds, Marmet Health Care Ctr., Inc. v. 
Brown, 565 U.S. 530, 132 S. Ct. 1201, 182 L.Ed.2d 42 (2012), [subseq. History]. GameStop, 232 W.Va. at 
572, 753 S.E.2d at 70 (2013), citing, Syl. Pt. 2, State ex rel. Johnson Controls, supra., 229 W.Va. 486,494, 
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determination that the arbitration provision is not valid and enforceable on the basis that it does not 

meet the criteria set forth in the AHLA rules does not implicate any defense to the enforceability of 

an arbitration agreement. The circuit court's determination that the arbitration provision is not . 

enforceable is not based upon an application of state contract law and is therefore erroneous. 

B. A Non-AHLA Arbitrator May Conduct the Arbitration Utilizing AHLA Procedural 
Rules 

Where an arbitration provision requires that the arbitration be conducted in accordance with 

or pursuant to the rules of a certain arbitration forum, cases which discuss the grounds under which 

such an arbitration agreement is enforceable typically involve the situation where the designated 

forum is not available or refuses to conduct the arbitration. Courts do not refer to the rules of the 

designated forum in determining whether the agreement is enforceable, but instead analyze whether 

the language of the arbitration agreement and the intent of the parties allow for an alternate forum 

to conduct the arbitration utilizing the procedural rules of the forum designated in the agreement. 

The unavailability or refusal of the AHLA to conduct the arbitration is irrelevant where the 

agreement does not require it to administer the arbitration proceeding, but only requires that the 

arbitration be conducted "in accordance with" the AHLA rules. Seep. 13, fn. 9. The circuit court 

agreed that under the terms of the arbitration agreement, the AHLA is not required to administer 

729 S.E.2d 808, 811 (2012); Syl. Pt. 9, Brown v. Genesis Healthcare Corp., supra. This Court has held, 
"Insofar as the determination of substantive unconscionability instructs a reviewing court to examine the 
general fairness of the contract through factors such as "the commercial reasonableness of the contract terms, 
the purpose and effect of the terms, the allocation of the risks between the parties, and public policy 
concerns," we find this analysis simply is not applicable to the determination of whether the unavailability 
of a selected arbitration forum renders a contract unenforceable. There is nothing inherently unreasonable 
about a contract term in which the parties choose to select one or more forums to conduct arbitration of 
disputes that may arise between said parties. The subsequent unavailability of a selected forum does not 
automatically render the contract unconscionable. Credit Acceptance v Front, 231 W.Va. 518, 745 S.E.2d 
556,566 (2013). 
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the arbitration. However, the circuit court's determination that the reference to the AHLA Rules in 

the arbitration agreement creates or integrates the standards of Rule 2.1 into the arbitration 

agreement, has the effect of precluding any arbitral forum from conducting the arbitration. The 

circuit court's ruling directly conflicts well established West Virginia law and cases from other 

jurisdictions which permit a court to appoint a substitute arbitrator where a designated arbitral 

forum is unavailable to conduct the arbitration pursuant to Section 5 of the FM. 14 

In Credit Acceptance, supra., a retail installment contract contained an arbitration clause 

that permitted either party to elect arbitration under the rules and procedures of either of two 

different arbitration forums, the National Arbitration Forum ("NFA") or the American Arbitration 

Association ("AM"). The NF A became unavailable due to a consent decree prohibiting it from 

conducting consumer arbitrations and the AM issued a moratorium on arbitrating consumer debt 

collection claims brought by a company. Although the circuit court ruled that the arbitration 

provision was substantively unconscionable due to the unavailability of the designated arbitration 

forums, on appeal, this Court stated that an analysis of whether the arbitration provision is 

substantively unconscionable "is not applicable to the determination of whether the unavailability 

of a selected arbitration forum renders a contract unenforceable. There is nothing inherently 

unreasonable about a contract term in which the parties choose to select one or more forums to 

conduct arbitration ... The subsequent unavailability of a selected forum does not automatically 

render the contract unconscionable." Id. at 566. 

In determining whether the arbitration provision was enforceable due to the unavailability 

of the selected arbitration forums, this Court looked to Section 5 of the FM (9 U.S.C. § 5 ), which 

14 9 u.s.c. § 5 
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requires a court to designate an arbitrator under certain circumstances. Section 5 of the FAA 

provides, 

If in the agreement provision be made for a method of naming or appointing an 
arbitrator or arbitrators or an umpire, such method shall be followed: but if no 
method be provided therein, or if a method be provided and any party thereto shall 
fail to avail himself of such method, or if for any other reason there shall be a lapse 
in the naming of an arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire, or in filling a vacancy, then 
upon the application of either party to the controversy, the court shall designate and 
appoint an arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire, as the case may require, who shall act 
under the said agreement with the same force and effect as if he or they had been 
specifically named therein; and unless otherwise provided in the agreement the 
arbitration shall be by a single arbitrator. 

9U.S.C. § 5. 

This Court observed that, "Federal Courts have concluded that Section 5 of the FAA may 

be applied when a chosen arbitrator is unavailable." Id. at 566, citing Khan v. Dell, Inc., 669 F.3d 

350, 354 (3d Cir. 2012) ("[S]ection 5 of the FAA ... provides a mechanism for substituting an 

arbitrator when the designated arbitrator is unavailable."); Brown v. ITT Consumer Fin. Corp., 211 

F.3d 1217, 1222 (11th Cir. 2000) ("Where the chosen forum is unavailable, however, or has failed 

for some reason,§ 5 applies and a substitute arbitrator may be named."); Astra Footwear Indus. v. 

Harwyn Int'!., Inc., 442 F.Supp. 907, 910 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd 578 F.2d 1366 (2d Cir. 1978) ("The 

Court finds that 9 U.S.C. § 5 was drafted to provide a solution to the problem caused when the 

arbitrator selected by the parties cannot or will not perform." (Emphasis added)). 

In Credit Acceptance, this Court observed that "Section 5 of the FAA does not warrant the 

automatic appointment of a substitute arbitrator when the chosen arbitration forum is unavailable. 

A method for applying section 5 of the FAA under such circumstances was established by the 

Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in Brown v. ITT Consumer Financial Corp., 211 F.3d 1217. 
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More recently, the Brown method was summarized by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals. Applying 

principles adopted by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in Khan, supra., the Court stated, 

[O]nly if the choice of forum is an integral part of the agreement to arbitrate, rather 
than an ancillary logistical concern, will the failure of the chosen forum preclude 
arbitration .... In other words, a court will decline to appoint a substitute arbitrator, 
as provided in the FAA, only if the parties' choice of forum is so central to the 
arbitration agreement that the unavailability of that arbitrator brings the agreement 
to an end . . . . In this light, the parties must have unambiguously expressed their 
intent not to arbitrate their disputes in the event that the designated arbitral forum is 
unavailable." 

Id. at 567, quoting Kahn, 669 F.3d at 354. (Emphasis added). 

"This formulation of the application of Section 5 of the FAA is the majority rule." Credit 

Acceptance, 745 S.E.2d at 567, citing, Ranzy v. Tijerina, 393 Fed. Appx. 174, 176 (5th Cir. 2010) 

("Section 5 [ of the FAA] does not, however, permit a district court to circumvent the parties' 

designation of an exclusive arbitration forum when the choice of that forum is an integral part of 

the ~greement to arbitrate, rather than an ancillary logistical concern" ( quotations and citations 

omitted)); Reddam, supra. 457 F.3d 1054, 1059-60 (9th Cir. 2006) ("When a court asks whether a 

choice of forum is integral, it asks whether the whole arbitration agreement becomes unenforceable 

if the chosen arbitrator cannot or will not act."), overruled on other grounds as recognized in Atl. 

Nat'/ Trust, supra., 621 F.3d 931, 940 (9th Cir. 2010); Adler v. Dell Inc., No. 08-cv-13170, 2009 

WL 4580739, at *2 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 3, 2009) ("As a general rule, when the arbitrator named in the 

arbitration agreement cannot or will not arbitrate the dispute, the court does not void the arbitration 

agreement. Instead, it appoints a different arbitrator, as provided in[§ 5 of] the Federal Arbitration 

Act[.] ... The exception to this rule occurs when it is clear that the failed term is not an ancillary 

logistical concern but rather is as important a consideration as the agreement to arbitrate itself."). 
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As explained by this Court in Credit Acceptance, this majority rule interpreting Section 5 

of the FAA, "is founded upon the "liberal federal policy in favor of arbitration articulated in the 

FAA." Credit Acceptance, 745 S.E.2d at 567-58 citing Khan at 356. "The rationale for the rule has 

been explained as follows: 

When the reference to arbitration rules or an arbitration forum is merely "an ancillary 
or logistical concern," the application of Section 5 to appoint a different arbitrator 
does not do violence to the intentions of the parties. By contrast, when the choice of 
arbitration forum was integral to the agreement, such that the parties would not have 
agreed upon arbitration absent the selected forum, application of Section 5 to 
appoint a substitute arbitrator is more problematical." 

Id. at 568, citing, Jones v. GGNSC Pierre LLC, 684 F.Supp.2d 1161, 1166 (D. S.D. 2010). 

(Emphasis added). 

Persuaded by the foregoing authority, this Court stated, "[W]e now expressly hold that 

where an arbitration agreement names a forum for arbitration that is unavailable or has failed for 

some reason, a court may appoint a substitute forum pursuant to section 5 of the Federal Arbitration 

Act, 9 U.S.C. § 5 (1947) (2006 ed.), only if the choice of forum is an ancillary logistical concern. 

Where the choice of forum is an integral part of the agreement to arbitrate, the failure of the chosen 

forum will render the arbitration agreement unenforceable." Id. at 569. This Court ultimately 

determined that AAA was indeed available to administer the arbitration because the moratorium 

issued by AAA did not encompass claims brought by consumers, but only those brought by a 

defendant company. Thus, this Court did not decide the issue of whether the choice of forum in the 

arbitration agreement was ancillary to or an integral part of the arbitration agreement and held, 

"Due to the availability of a chosen forum, the circuit courts erred in denying Credit Acceptance's 

motions to compel arbitration." Id. at 569. 
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Numerous courts have held that where an arbitration agreement provides that arbitration is 

' 
to be.conducted "in accordance with" a named forum's rules, this reflects that the forum referenced 

therein was an ancillary consideration to the parties' primary intent to arbitrate their disputes in 

front of an arbitrator pursuant to the specified rules. 

In the case of proceedings "administered by" a named forum, most courts view the 
forum selected as an integral term of the agreement because it is an express statement 
of the parties' intent to arbitrate exclusively before that forum; therefore, if the forum 
is unavailable, a material term of the agreement has failed, rendering the entire 
arbitration agreement invalid. Conversely, in the case of proceedings conducted "in 
accordance with" a named forum's rules, most courts view that forum "selection," if 
it was intended to serve as such, as an ancillary consideration to the parties' primary 
intent of arbitrating, in front of any arbitrator, while using a set of pre-specified rules; 
therefore, if the forum itself is unavailable, courts nonetheless uphold the arbitration 
agreement and compel arbitration in an alternate forum, so long as the alternate 
forum follows the agreed-upon rules. 

Jose Evenor Taboada, supra. at *5; see also Clerk v. Cash Central of Utah, LLC, C.A. No.: 09-

4964, 2011 WL 3739549 at *6 (E.D. Pa. 2011) ("If an arbitration clause requires application of the 

rules of a particular arbitral forum, but does not require that arbitration occur in any particular 

forum, then the arbitral forum is an ancillary logistical concern, rather than an integral part of the 

arbitration clause, and the arbitration clause remains enforceable despite the unavailability of the 

designated arbitral forum," citing Reddam, 457 F.3d at 1060.); see also Meskill, supra. at 974 (An 

arbitration agreement providing for arbitration "in accordance with" the rules of the NAF did not 

constitute a forum selection integral to the arbitration provision.); and Dean, supra., at 384 (S.C. 

App.' 2015) ("[w]e find that the named arbitral forum is not a material term to the agreements in 

which the parties agreed to arbitrate "in accordance with" the named forum's rules, absent other 

evidence to the contrary.") 
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The subject arbitration agreement's reference to the ARLA, to the effect that the arbitration 

is to be conducted "in accordance with" the AHLA rules, is merely an ancillary logistical concern 

and is not a forum selection integral to the agreement to arbitrate. See Jose Evenor Taboada, supra.; 

Meskill, supra. Had the parties desired that the ARLA conduct or administer the arbitration, they 

could have specifically stated this in the arbitration agreement. The AHLA Arbitration Guidelines 

even suggest that it be specified as the designated arbitral forum in an arbitration agreement should 

the parties wish to select the ARLA as the forum to administer the arbitration. See Exhibit C 

attached hereto. That the arbitration provision provides contact information for the AHLA as a 

possible arbitral forum does not reflect an intention of the parties to arbitrate exclusively before the 

ARLA "such that the parties would not have agreed upon arbitration absent the selected forum" 

See Credit Acceptance, supra. at 568. 

Consequently, the unavailability of the American Health Lawyers Association to conduct 

the arbitration in this matter does not render the arbitration provision unenforceable. The circuit 

court's order is in contravention of the abundance oflegal authority which permits a court to appoint 

an alternate arbitrator where the forum referred to in the agreement is unavailable to administer the 

arbitration. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, the circuit court erred in determining that the arbitration agreement 

is not valid and enforceable on the basis that it does not comply with the requirement under AHLA 

Rule 2.1 that it be a separate agreement. The circuit court's determination that the requirements of 

AHLA Rule 2.1 are integrated into the agreement and create a standard of enforceability is clearly 

a misconstruction of the AHLA rules and contrary to accepted principles of contract interpretation. 
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This Court should reverse the circuit court's order and remand this case with a directive to the 

circuit court to refer Respondents' claims to arbitration. 

Dated: February 1, 2021 
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Introduction 
I 

The healthcare industry is under great pressure to contain costs in every way possible. At the same time, 
federal, .state and local governments and consumers of healthcare services are demanding that quality 
healthcare be provided, that healthcare providers operate efficiently and that the patient be the highest 
priority on any healthcare agenda. 

The use of litigation to resolve disputes arising in the healthcare setting can be inconsistent with these goals. 
Litigation creates a divisive atmosphere among healthcare providers and tends to increase the cost of 
healthcare, while diverting managers and providers of care from their real task of providing quality 
healthcare to patients. The expense is significant. Delays can be interminable. Results are uncertain. 
Remedies are often inappropriate. Many of these concerns can be addressed by an appropriately designed 
alternative dispute resolution system. 

The American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service (Service) offers various 
alternative dispute resolution services specifically designed for members of the healthcare industry and 
those associated with it. An important feature of the Service is the establishment and maintenance of panels 
of trained healthcare arbitrators, mediators, hearing officers and other dispute resolvers and to make their 
selection as easy, convenient and informed as possible. 

These Rules of Procedure for Arbitration (Rules) describe how to access the arbitration process of the 
Service, how to select an arbitrator and how to proceed through discovery, a hearing and the decision or 
award process. 

These Rules are tailored to meet the unique needs of the healthcare industry. The Rules are especially useful 
in resolving the following types of disputes: 

1. commercial disputes with vendors; 

2. contract disputes with provider groups; 

3. joint venture disputes; 

4. medical staff/peer review disputes; 

5. managed care disputes between providers and payors; 

6. employment contract disputes (physician, executive, supervisor or employee); 

7. disputes between healthcare providers; 

8. disputes within provider groups; 

9. disputes between healthcare providers and their vendors; 

10. disputes with governmental agencies; and 

11. disputes among medical staff departments. 

The efficiency of the Rules, like that of any arbitration rules, depends on users of the Rules as well as 
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applicable law. 

These Rules emphasize flexibility, efficiency, and cost effectiveness. Subject to certain limited exceptions, 
parties may agree upon other rules or procedures, seeking only to draw upon the panel of neutrals 
maintained by the Service. Alternatively, the parties may be seeking a set of rules to govern the alternative 
dispute resolution process, for which the Service has several options. 

The Service assesses nonrefundable administration fees, the schedule for which is contained in Appendix I. 
The administration fees cover the administrative services provided by the Service, but do not include 
arbitrator compensation or expenses, court reporting services, or any other expenses or charges incurred by 
the parties in advance of or in connection with the arbitration, or enforcing an award. 

By invoking these Rules, all parties acknowledge that the Service does not verify the information submitted 
to the Service by prospective arbitrators nor does the Service certify or in any way attest to the abilities or 
competence of such persons. 

Any party using these Rules or the Service indemnifies, holds harmless, and releases the American Health 
Lawyers and the Service, their directors and members of their governing boards, and their officers, 
employees, agents, attorneys, consultants and representatives from any and all liability to the party or to a 
person or entity claiming through the party by reason of or in any way related to the Service, the arbitrator, 
the Rules, including the applicable Code of Ethics, or any action taken or not taken with respect thereto. 

1.0 GENERAL RULES FOR ARBITRATION 

1.01 Applicability of Rules 

The parties shall be bound by these Rules whenever they have agreed to arbitration by the Service or 
under the Rules. The Service will administer a 'consumer health care liability claim' on or after 
January 1, 2004 only if (1) all of the parties have agreed in writing to arbitrate the claim after the 
injury has occurred and a copy of the agreement is received by the Service at the time the parties make 
a request for a list of arbitrators or (2) a judge orders that the Service administer an arbitration under 
the terms of a pre-injury arbitration agreement In limiting the circumstances under which the Service 
will administer the arbitration of a consumer health care liability claim, the Service does not intend to 
affect the enforceability of an agreement to apply the Rules-only that the Service will not administer 
the arbitration. For purposes of the Rules, a 'consumer health care liability claim' means a claim in 
which a current or former patient or a current or former patient's representative (including his or her 
estate or family) alleges that an injury was caused by the provision of ( or the failure to provide) health 
care services or medical products by a health care provider or the manufacturer, distributor, supplier, 
or seller of a medical product 

Subject to the limits set forth herein, the parties may vary the procedures set forth in these Rules by 
written agreement. If there is a dispute between the parties regarding (a) the existence of an 
agreement; (b) the existence of an agreement creating an exception to these Rules or the meaning of 
the exception, or (c) the interpretation of these Rules, the arbitrator has the power to make the 
decision or the interpretation, and that decision or interpretation shall be final and binding. A party 
claiming an exception to these Rules has the burden of proving the existence of the exception by a 
preponderance of the evidence. 

Except as specifically provided by these Rules, the parties may not vary (a) the right of a party to be 
represented by counsel or other authorized representative of that party's choice; (b) the Rules on 
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communications, service, counting of days, publication and form of the award, release of documents 
for judicial proceedings and application to court, and exclusions of liability; and ( c) the Rules on 
administration. 

When parties agree to arbitrate under these Rules, they thereby accept the terms of these Rules and 
authorize the Service to administer, as described in the Rules, the process of selecting an arbitrator, to 
provide copies of these Rules to the parties, and to perform such other functions as are specified 
herein. 

1.02 Existence of Agreement to Arbitrate 

Sample contractual provisions that are examples of language that may be used by the parties to 
provide for arbitration under these Rules are contained in Appendix II. Notwithstanding such 
provisions, however, any agreement to arbitrate under or that otherwise invokes an application of the 
Rules or submission of a claim for arbitration by the Service shall be binding on the parties to such 
agreement 

The provision by the Service of any services to the parties may not be deemed a determination by the 
Service that an agreement to arbitrate exists. 

1.03 Meaning of Arbitrator 

The term "arbitrator" in these Rules refers to the arbitration panel, whether composed of one or more 
arbitrators, and whether the arbitrators are neutral or non-neutral. Party appointed neutrals shall be 
neutral unless the parties' arbitration agreement or applicable law provides otherwise. 

1.04 Number of Arbitrators 

If the arbitration agreement does not specify the number of arbitrators, the dispute shall be heard and 
determined by one arbitrator. 

1.05 Interpretation of Rules 

Except as provided in Section 1.01, the parties may vary or interpret these Rules as they see fit by 
written agreement between or among all of them. The provisions of these Rules and any exceptions 
thereto are subject to applicable law. Where there is a difference in interpretation among the parties, 
the arbitrator shall interpret and apply the Rules. When there is more than one arbitrator and a 
difference arises among them concerning the meaning or application of the Rules, it shall be decided 
by a majority vote of the arbitrators. If a majority vote is unobtainable, the arbitrator may refer the 
question to the Service for final decision in accordance with the procedures then used by the Service 
for deciding such questions. 

2.0 RULES ON SELECTION OF ARBITRATOR 

2.01 Procedures for Requesting Arbitrator Lists 

~f the parties have not provided in writing for any other method of selecting an arbitrator, the 
selection shall occur in the following manner: 

(a) The Service will provide a list of arbitrators to the parties upon request While the Service 
prefers to act upon a joint request, it will submit a list of arbitrators based upon the request of 
one party. If a request is submitted by less than all the parties, a copy of the request shall be sent 
to the other parties simultaneously with the sending of the request to the Service. Any 
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submission of a list of arbitrators should not be construed as anything more than compliance 
with a request and shall not constitute a determination by the Service concerning the 
contractual agreement of the parties. 

(b) The parties are urged to use the Request for Arbitration/Mediation Dispute Resolver List form, 
which may be downloaded from the ADR Website at: www.healthlawyers.org/adr 
or a party without access to the Website, may request a form by calling the Association at 202-
833-1100 and asking for an ADR Service Representative. 

( c) If the ADR Service form is not used, a list of arbitrators may be requested in writing. The written 
request must include the name, address, and telephone numbers of the parties; the nature of the 
business of the parties; the requested location of any contemplated hearing; a description of the 
issue(s) in dispute; the amount(s) in dispute; the nature and extent of the decision sought from 
the arbitrator; the scope of the arbitrator's authority; and any special qualifications of the 
arbitrator requested. 

(d) A copy of the arbitration agreement, if any, pursuant to which the request is submitted or 
otherwise related to the request, shall accompany the request. This agreement may be either an 
agreement to arbitrate future disputes or an agreement to arbitrate an existing dispute. 

(e) The Service's required administration fee shall be included with the request or other 
submission. 

(fJ If the parties have requested med-arb, in which mandatory, binding arbitration will occur if 
mediation does not produce an accepted result, and a different neutral than the mediator is to 
serve as the arbitrator, the Service shall not provide a list of arbitrators until the period of 
agreed mediation has expired without resolution of the dispute, and a party has requested a 
Dispute Resolver List from the Service. If the parties have not expressly agreed to a specific 
period for mediation, they shall be deemed to have agreed to a mediation period of 30 calendar 
days after the receipt of the notice of selection of the mediator. If the parties have agreed that 
the mediator and the arbitrator are to be the same person, then the person selected as mediator 
may perform both functions, subject to applicable law. 

(g) If the request for a Dispute Resolver List is not made by all of the parties, a party who did not 
join in that request may submit to the arbitrator a written response. The response may set forth 
a description of additional issues in dispute; additional amounts in dispute; any objections to 
the requested nature and extent of the decision sought from the arbitrator; any objections to the 
stated scope of the arbitrator's authority; and any objection to the requested locale of any 
contemplated hearing. Such response shall be submitted within ten days of the receipt of notice 
of selection of the arbitrator to the party who did not join in the request for a Dispute Resolver 
List. 

2.02 Appointment of Neutral Arbitrator 

Within ten days after receipt of the ADR Request for Arbitration/Mediation Dispute Resolver List form 
or the written request, the Service shall transmit simultaneously to each party an identical list of ten 
(10) names of arbitrators chosen from the panel maintained by the Service, together with a copy of the 
most recent Application Form furnished by each of them to the Service. The Service has not 
investigated, and makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness 
of any information furnished or required to be furnished in any Application Form or with respect to 
the competence or training of any such arbitrator. 
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Each party may strike the name of one arbitrator from the list provided by the Service. Each party 
shall advise the Service of its order of preference of the remaining arbitrators by sequential 
numbering from one to nine or ten of the names on the list so that preference is given to the lowest 
number and shall submit the numbered list to the Service within ten days of the effective date of the 
transmittal of the list without a copy to the other party or parties. 

In almost all cases, an arbitrator ( or, if specified in the agreement to arbitrate, a panel of three 
arbitrators) will be chosen from one list. The Service has discretion to amend a list after it has been 
distributed but before the appointment of an arbitrator if the Service believes that an amendment is in 
the best interests of the parties and serves the goal of an efficient alternative dispute resolution 
process. However, if a party requests another list within ten days of the effective date of transmittal of 
the first list and pays the administration fee for a second list, the Service shall comply with the request 
by transmitting a second list of ten (10) different arbitrators to all parties. The parties shall evaluate 
the second list numerically in combination with the first list as if there were a single list of twenty (20) 
names. Each party may strike the name of two (2) arbitrators from this combined list of twenty (20) 
provided by the Service. Each party shall advise the Service of its order of preference of the remaining 
names by numbering each name on the combination of both lists and submitting the combined lists to 
the Service within ten days of the receipt of transmittal of the second list. 

The Service shall contact the person whose name has the lowest sum of the numbers assigned by the 
parties and whose name has not been stricken by a party to determine if that person is available to 
serve as the arbitrator and if that person has any conflict of interest and disclosures. The person 
whose name has the lowest sum of the numbers assigned by the parties, whose name has not been 
stricken by a party, who is available to serve as the arbitrator, and who does not have a conflict of 
interest or disclosure that precludes such service will be appointed. If there is a tie, the Service shall 
subtract the lowest number assigned to the name of each person involved in the tie from the highest 
number assigned to that person's name. The person with respect to whom this difference is the 
smallest shall be appointed as the arbitrator. If there is a tie between these differences, the Service will 
make the selection in its discretion. The Service shall immediately notify the parties and the arbitrator 
in writing of the selection. If a party fails to transmit its preference on a timely basis as required by 
these Rules, the Service shall make the appointment taking into consideration the responses of the 
other party or parties. 

2.03 Notice to Neutral Arbitrator of Appointment 

Notice of the appointment of a neutral arbitrator shall be transmitted to the arbitrator by the Service. 
The signed acceptance of appointment by the arbitrator shall be transmitted to the Service within ten 
days of receipt of the notice given by the Service. 

If an arbitrator declines to serve or does not transmit a signed acceptance of appointment within ten 
days of receipt of the notice given by the Service, the person with the next highest ranking by the 
parties shall be appointed by the Service as the arbitrator. The selection of the new arbitrator shall be 
.conducted as the selection of an initial arbitrator pursuant to these Rules. 

2.04 Direct Appointment by a Party 

If the arbitration agreement requires the parties to select unilaterally an arbitrator from the list 
provided by the Service, the Service shall provide a list as described in Section 2.02. The procedures of 
1Section 2.02 shall be followed except that no names may be stricken nor is any sequential numbering 
required. 

If the arbitration agreement requires a party to appoint an arbitrator from the list provided by the 
Service and specifies a period of time within which an arbitrator is to be appointed and a party fails to 
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make the appointment within that period, the Service shall make the appointment, taking into 
· consideration the responses of other parties. 

If no period of time is specified in the arbitration agreement, the Service shall notify the party to make 
the appointment when it sends the list If within ten days of receipt of transmittal of the list an 
arbitrator has not been appointed by a party, the Service shall make the appointment, taking into 
consideration the responses of other parties. 

If a directly appointed arbitrator declines to serve or does not send a signed acceptance within 10 days 
of receipt of the notice given by the Service or by the appointing party, the Service shall request that 
the appointing party or parties make another selection as described in the arbitration agreement If 
the parties cannot decide on the appointment of another arbitrator under the terms of the agreement, 
the Service shall appoint an arbitrator. 

2.05 Disclosure and Withdrawal 

All persons appointed as an arbitrator shall disclose to the parties in writing with a copy to the Service 
any circumstance likely to affect impartiality, including a bias or a financial or personal interest in the 
result of the arbitration or a past or present relationship with a party or a party's counsel or other 
authorized representative in accordance with the Service's Code of Ethics for Arbitrators. 

Upon objection of a party to the continued service of an arbitrator, the arbitrator shall be guided by 
The Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes as to any withdrawal. 

3.0 RULES ON TYPES OF PROCEDURES 

The Expedited Procedures shall be applied in a case where no disclosed claim or counterclaim exceeds 
$75,000, exclusive of interest and arbitration costs. Parties may also agree in writing to the Expedited 
Procedures in a case. 

All other cases shall be administered in accordance with the Regular Procedures. 

4.0 RULES ON REGULAR PROCEDURES 

4.01 Preliminary Hearing 

At the request of a party or at the discretion of the arbitrator, a preliminary hearing with the parties 
and/or their counsel and other authorized representatives and the arbitrator may be scheduled by the 
arbitrator to consider any matters that will expedite the arbitration proceedings. The preliminary 
hearing may be a face to face meeting or by telephone or by electronic media. The arbitrator may 
establish at the preliminary hearing (a) the extent of and schedule for the production of relevant 
documents and other information, (b) the identification of any witnesses to be called, (c) a schedule 
for discovery or further hearings to resolve the dispute, ( d) whether the award is to be a reasoned 
award, and (e) any other appropriate matters. The arbitrator should reduce to writing and distribute 
to the parties within five days of the preliminary hearing all agreements between or among the parties 
to the arbitration and all procedures established by the arbitrator during the preliminary hearing. 

4.02 Discovery 

The arbitrator may allow the parties to conduct such reasonable discovery and exchange exhibits as 
the arbitrator believes necessary or appropriate to an efficient resolution of the dispute. 
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4.03 Fixing of Locale of Hearing 

In the absence of the parties' agreement as to locale, the arbitrator shall select the locale for the 
arbitration. 

4.04 Fixing the Date, Time and Place of Hearing 

The arbitrator shall set the date, time, and place for each hearing and shall transmit to each party 
notice thereof at least ten days in advance of the hearing, unless the parties agree otherwise. 

4.05 Representation 

A party may be represented by counsel or other authorized representative. A party wishing to be 
represented by counsel or other authorized representative shall notify the arbitrator and the other 
parties in writing of this representation and shall be bound by the actions of that counsel or other 
authorized representative until the appointment is revoked in writing. Until a party notifies the 
arbitrator and the other parties that the party no longer is represented by that counsel or other 
authorized representative, the arbitrator and the other parties shall direct all papers, notices, process, 
and other communications intended for that party to that counsel or other authorized representative. 

4.06 Record of Proceedings 

A party desiring to make a record of a hearing shall make arrangements directly with a stenographer 
and shall notify all other parties and the arbitrator of these arrangements at least ten (10) days prior 
to the hearing. The requesting party or parties shall pay the cost of the record and furnish a copy of 
any official record to the arbitrator (with the cost thereof to be borne equally by the parties). If the 
transcript is agreed in writing by the parties to be, or determined by the arbitrator to be, the official 
record of the proceeding, a copy must be made available to the arbitrator. The other parties shall have 
.the right to inspect the official record at a date, time, and place determined by the arbitrator. If a party 
objects to any portion of the official stenographic record, that party shall provide a written list of its 
objections to the arbitrator and the other parties within ten days after the date that the official record 
is made available for inspection. Such written list shall be attached to the official record. A party shall 
be entitled to a copy of any official record upon payment therefore including payment for an equal 
share of the original transcription expense. 

4.07 Attendance at Hearings 

The arbitrator shall maintain the privacy of any hearing and shall determine who other than the party 
and the party's counsel or other authorized representative may be present at the hearing. A party may 
request the application of a rule requiring all persons other than the parties, the party's counsel or 
other authorized representative, and the stenographer (if applicable) to be excluded from the hearing 
except while testifying as a witness. If a party makes such a request, the arbitrator may exclude such 
persons from the hearing except while testifying as a witness. If this rule is invoked, no witness may 
discuss the witness' testimony with any other witness until after the hearing is closed. 

4.08 Oaths 

.Before the start of the first hearing, if any, the arbitrator may take an oath of office. The arbitrator may 
require witnesses to testify under oath administered by the arbitrator or a duly qualified person. 
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4.09 Appointment of Panel of Arbitrators 

The parties may agree to resolve their dispute before a panel of arbitrators rather than a single 
arbitrator. Unless the number is specified in the agreement, the panel shall consist of three arbitrators. 

If the parties agree to resolve their dispute before a panel of arbitrators, the selection process for 
those arbitrators will be the same as in Rule 2.02. The parties will then go through the process 
described in Rule 2.02 to select the arbitrators. Ties will be broken in the same manner as described 
in Rule 2.02. 

The Service will appoint the chairperson of the panel by assigning the individual who has the lowest 
sum of the numbers assigned by the parties as the chairperson. In case of a tie, the chairperson will be 
selected by the tiebreaking process described in Rule 2.02. The Service shall immediately notify the 
arbitrators and the parties of the choice of the Chairperson. 

4.10 Order of Proceedings 

A hearing shall be opened by the taking of the oath of the arbitrator, if any; by announcing of the date, 
time and place of the hearing, and the presence of the arbitrator, the parties, and their counsel and 
other authorized representatives, if any; and by announcing the receipt by the arbitrator of the ADR 
Service form or the letter requesting arbitration and any response. 

The arbitrator may, at the beginning of the hearing, ask for oral or written statements clarifying the 
issues involved. In some cases, part or all of the above actions will have been accomplished at the 
preliminary hearing or telephonic conference conducted by the arbitrator. 

With respect to each claim, the complaining party shall then present evidence to support its claim The defending party 
shall then present evidence supporting its defense. Witnesses fur each party shall submit to questions or other 
examination. The arbitrator shall have the right to vary this procedure but shall afford a full, fair, and 
reasonable opportunity to all parties for the presentation of any material, relevant, and non
duplicative evidence. 

Exhibits, when offered by either party, may be received in evidence at the discretion of the arbitrator. 
The names and addresses of all witnesses and a description of the exhibits in the order received shall 
be made a part of any stenographic record. 

4.11 Failure to Appear 

The arbitration may proceed in the absence of a party or a party's counsel or other authorized 
representative who, after due notice, fails to be present or fails to obtain a postponement. An award 
shall not be made solely on the default of a party. The arbitrator shall require each party who is 
present to submit such evidence as the arbitrator may require for the making of an award. 

4.12 Evidence 

The parties may offer such non-duplicative evidence as is relevant and material to the dispute and 
shall produce such evidence as the arbitrator may deem necessary to an understanding and 
determination of the dispute. An arbitrator or other person authorized by law to subpoena witnesses 
or documents may do so upon the request of a party or upon the arbitrator's own motion. 

The arbitrator shall be the sole judge of the duplicative nature, relevance and materiality of the 
evidence offered. Conformity to legal rules of evidence shall not be necessary. However, the arbitrator 
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should refuse to allow the introduction of any evidence that the arbitrator believes would result in the 
disclosure of confidential information which is privileged under any applicable statute or under 
applicable law, including, but not limited to, information subject to (a) a quality assurance and/or peer 
review privilege; (b) a patient-physician privilege; or (c) an attorney-client privilege. All evidence shall 
be taken in the presence of all of the arbitrators and all of the parties and the parties' counsel and 
other authorized representatives, except where a party is absent after due notice has been given or 
that party has waived the right to be present. 

4.13 Inspection or Investigation 

An arbitrator finding it necessary for there to be a further inspection or investigation in connection 
with the arbitration or requested by any party to make a further inspection or investigation, may do so 
and shall advise the parties of the arbitrator's requirements with ten (10) days' prior written notice to 
the parties. An arbitrator requested by all of the parties to make a further inspection or investigation 
shall do so. 

4.14 Interim Measures 

The arbitrator may issue such orders for interim relief, including injunctive relief, as may be deemed 
necessary by the arbitrator or all of the parties to maintain the status quo in the dispute without 
prejudice to the rights of the parties or to the final determination of the dispute. 

4.15 Closing of Hearing or Proceeding 

When satisfied that the record is complete, the arbitrator shall declare the hearing closed. If written 
statements are to be submitted, the hearing shall be declared closed as of the final date set by the 
arbitrator for such submission. If there has been no final hearing, the arbitrator shall determine a fair 
and equitable procedure for receiving evidence and closing the proceeding. The time limit within 
which the arbitrator is required to make the award shall commence to run upon the closing of the 
,hearing or proceeding by the arbitrator. 

5.0 RULES ON EXPEDITED PROCEDURES 

5.01 Expedited Procedures 

Where the Expedited Procedures are to be applied, the arbitration shall be conducted in accordance 
with the procedures set forth below: 

(a) The parties shall accept all notices, process, and other communications (other than the list of 
arbitrators) from the Service by e-mail. Such notices, process, and other communications to the 
Service shall promptly be confirmed by e-mail or in writing by the parties. 

(b) The parties shall be entitled to rank the arbitrators from only one list rather than two lists. If for 
reasons unrelated to the preference of the parties no arbitrator from the first list may serve, 
then a second list shall be submitted to the parties as soon as possible. 

To the extent that the Rules do not conflict with the Rules governing Expedited Procedures, the Rules 
,shall apply to the Expedited Procedures. 

5.02 Date, Time and Place of Hearing 

The arbitrator shall set the date, time, and place of any hearing and will notify the parties in writing, at 
least seven calendar days in advance of the hearing date. Unless mutually agreed upon by the parties, 
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}n no event shall the date of the hearing be later than thirty calendar days from receipt of the notice of 
:selection of the arbitrator. 

,5.03 Discovery 

;No discovery shall be afforded under the Expedited Procedures. 

5.04 Hearing 

Generally, the hearing shall be completed within one day or on two consecutive days. The arbitrator, 
for good cause shown, may schedule an additional hearing to be held within seven calendar days 
immediately following the second consecutive hearing day. 

6.0 RULES ON AWARD AND ENFORCEMENT 

6.01 Communications 

'.Each party shall be deemed to have consented that any_ notices, process, or other communications 
necessary or proper for (a) the initiation or continuation of an arbitration under these Rules; (b) any 
court action in connection therewith; or ( c) the delivery of the award or for the entry of judgment on 
any award made under these Rules may be sent to a party by first class mail, postage pre-paid, 
registered or certified, return receipt requested, addressed to the party or the party's counsel or other 
·authorized representative at the last known address or made by personal service, provided that 
reasonable opportunity to be heard with regard thereto has been granted to the party. 

'The Service, the arbitrator, and the parties may also use (a) facsimile transmission or other written 
forms of electronic communication, (b) any courier or other delivery service, and (c) in the case of the 
Expedited Procedures, e-mail,, followed by written confirmation. 

-All notices, process, and other communications sent by first class mail shall be deemed received five 
(5) days after they are deposited in the United States mail. All notices, process, and other 
communications sent or delivered by any other means shall be deemed received upon their actual 
delivery. 

6.02 Notices and Service of Process 

When requested by the Service or the Arbitrator, each party shall provide to the Service a copy of any 
notice, process, or other communication provided by that party to the arbitrator and to every other 
party unless these Rules specify otherwise. Each such notice, process, or other communication shall 
contain a written statement by the providing party or the providing party's counsel or other 
.authorized representative that the providing party or the providing party's counsel or other 
authorized representative has complied with this requirement stating the date of compliance. The 
Service has no obligation to keep a copy of any notice, process, or other communication provided to it 
or to act thereon in a timely manner. 

'6.03 Counting of Days 

,"Days" for purposes of these Rules mean "business days," which do not include Saturdays, Sundays, or 
,Unites States Postal Service holidays. When Saturdays, Sundays or United States Postal Service 
'holidays are to be counted, the Rules will indicate "calendar days." 

In instances in which the counting of days is required by these Rules, the day of the event shall count, 
but the day upon which a notice, process or other communication would otherwise be required sent 
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shall not count. If the date on which some action is to be taken, a notice, process, or other 
communication would otherwise be required to be sent or a period would otherwise expire, falls on a 
holiday, a Saturday, or a Sunday, such action shall be taken, such notice, process, or other 
communication sent or such period extended to the next succeeding Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday or Friday, which is not a holiday. For purposes of the Rules, the term "holiday" means such 
days as are recognized as holidays by the United States Postal Service. 

6.04 Time of Award 

The award shall be made promptly by the arbitrator, but no later than thirty calendar days from the 
date of closing of the hearing or proceeding and twenty calendar days from the date of closing of the 
hearing or proceeding under the Expedited Procedures. 

6.05 Publication and Form of Award 

The award shall be in writing and shall be signed by each arbitrator approving the award. The 
arbitrator shall give notice to the Service that an award has been issued within ten (10) days of the 
signing of the award by the arbitrator. 

6.06 Scope of Award 

Submission by the parties to arbitration under these Rules shall constitute these Rules as an 
agreement between or among the parties. Arbitration pursuant to these Rules shall be the exclusive 
dispute resolution method between or among the parties regarding any claim which could have been 
raised that arises out of or relates to any and all matters covered by the arbitration or the subject 
matter thereof. 

The arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief that the arbitrator deems just and equitable and within 
the scope of the parties' arbitration agreement, including, but not limited to, specific performance of 
a contract. 

In addition to a final award, the arbitrator may make other decisions, including interim, 
interlocutory, or partial rulings, orders, and awards. In any interim, interlocutory, or partial rulings, 
orders and awards, the arbitrator may assess and apportion the fees, expenses, and compensation 
related to such partial rulings, orders, or awards as the arbitrator determines is appropriate. 

By submitting a dispute to arbitration under these Rules, the parties agree that the arbitrator may not 
award, and there shall be no claim available, for consequential, exemplary, or special damages. 
Notwithstanding this limitation, an arbitrator may award consequential, exemplary or special 
damages in a tort action other than a tort related to employment or the termination of employment, 
provided that the arbitrator determines, based on the record, that there is clear and convincing 
evidence that the party against whom such damages are awarded is guilty of conduct evincing an 
intentional or reckless disregard for the rights of another party or fraud, actual or presumed. In a 
c,laim arising out of or related to employment or termination of employment, the arbitrator may 
~ant any applicable statutory remedies and damages available. 

1'he arbitrator may assess reasonable attorney's fees, arbitration fees, expenses, arbitrator 
compensation, and Service fees in favor of the prevailing party, as determined by the arbitrator. If 
not assessed and awarded by the Arbitrator, and unless the parties have agreed otherwise, 
arbitration fees, expenses, arbitrator compensation, and Service fees shall be borne equally by the 
parties. 
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The arbitrator's award shall be binding on the parties and shall extinguish all rights pertaining to the 
subject matter of the dispute that belong to the parties and any other entity controlled by, in control 
o½ or under the common control of a party, unless a party makes a claim in the arbitration. 

Tije arbitrator may award pre-award and post-award interest as allowed by applicable law or as 
ag'reed by the parties. 

6.07 Award Upon Settlement 

If the parties settle their. dispute during the course of the arbitration, the arbitrator may set forth the 
terms of the agreed settlement in an award upon the written request of the parties. 

6.08 Reconsideration of Award 

Within five days after the receipt of an award, a party to an arbitration under the Regular Procedures 
may request, in writing, the arbitrator to reconsider the award. Such request shall contain a concise 
statement of the reasons that the arbitrator should reconsider the award. Unless the arbitrator notifies 
all the parties that the arbitrator has decided to reconsider the award within five days of the 
arbitrator's receipt of the request, the request is deemed denied. Within five days after the award is 
signed by the arbitrator, the arbitrator may, upon the arbitrator's own initiative, modify the written 
award to correct typographical, clerical, and numerical errors in the award. The arbitrator shall 
immediately furnish a copy of the modified award to the parties, and the Service, unless otherwise 
re~tricted by the arbitrator. Within five days after receipt of an award modified by the arbitrator 
pursuant to this Rule, a party may request, in writing, the arbitrator to reconsider the modified award. 
This request shall be subject to the terms of this Rule. 

6.09 Release of Documents for Judicial Proceedings 

The Service shall, upon the written request of a party, furnish to the party, at the expense of the party, 
certified copies of any papers, notices, process or other communications that may be in the possession 
of the Service that may be required in judicial proceedings relating to the arbitration. This Rule does 
not require the Service to maintain a complete file of all papers, notices, process or other 
communications in an arbitration conducted pursuant to these Rules. 

6.10 Applications to Court and Exclusion ofLiability 

(a) Neither the Service nor an arbitrator in a proceeding under these Rules is a necessary party in 
judicial proceedings relating to the arbitration. 

(b) Parties using these Rules for binding arbitration shall be deemed to have consented that the 
claims considered in the arbitration have merged into the award, that the award is the only 
continuing basis of determining the parties' rights and that judgment upon the arbitration 
award may be entered in any federal or state court having jurisdiction thereof. 

(c~ The American Health Lawyers Association and the Service, their directors and members of their 
governing boards, and their officers, employees, agents, attorneys, consultants and 
representatives shall not be liable to a party, person, or entity claiming through the party by 
reason of or in any way related to the Service, these Rules, or any action taken or not taken with 
respect thereto. 
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(d) The arbitrator shall not be liable to a party for any act, error or omission in connection 
with an arbitration conducted under these Rules. 

7.0 RULES ON ADMINISTRATION 

7.01 Expenses 

The expenses of witnesses for either side shall be paid by the party producing such witnesses. All 
expenses of the arbitration, including required travel and other expenses of the arbitrator, and any 
witness or other proof produced at the written request of the arbitrator, shall be borne equally by the 
parties, unless the arbitrator in the award assesses such expenses or any part thereof against a 
specified party or parties. 

7.02 Arbitrator's Fee 

The compensation of the arbitrator shall be determined in accordance with the fee and expense 
schedule of the arbitrator submitted with the list of arbitrators provided by the Service. 

7.03 Deposits 

Upon appointment, the arbitrator may require the parties to deposit with the Arbitrator such sums of 
money as the arbitrator deems reasonable and necessary to defray the expense of the arbitration, 
including the arbitrator's fee. If such deposits are not made timely, the arbitrator may order the 
suspension or termination of the proceeding. The arbitrator shall render an accounting to the parties 
and return any unexpended balance at the conclusion of the case, less fees and costs associated with 
the matter. 

7.04 Evaluation 

Each party shall complete and file with the Service an evaluation form supplied by the Service within 
the time limit specified therein. 

7.05 Replacement of Arbitrator 

If an arbitrator should die, become incapacitated or otherwise be unable or unwilling to proceed with 
the arbitration after having accepted appointment, the Service, at its sole discretion, may make a 
replacement appointment based on the parties' stated preferences with respect to the arbitrator lists 
submitted to them, or the Service may submit a new list to the parties. Unless the parties agree 
otherwise or the successor arbitrator determines that it is not necessary to conduct the arbitration on 
a de novo basis to assure a full and fair resolution of the dispute, the successor arbitrator shall conduct 
the arbitration on a de novo basis. 

If a dispute arises between or among the parties regarding a conflict of interest of the arbitrator, the 
mental or physical competence of the arbitrator or any similar matter in which the continued service 
by the arbitrator is challenged and such dispute cannot be resolved among the parties and the 
arbitrator, the Service, at its sole discretion, may resolve such issue, may remove the arbitrator, and may make a 
replacement appointment based on the parties' stated preferences with respect to any list submitted to them, or may 
sqbmit a new list to the parties. 

7.06 Amendments 

These rules may be amended by the Service from time to time, which amendments thereafter become 
binding upon the parties to an arbitration pursuant to these Rules. Any reference to these Rules shall 
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be construed to refer to these Rules as amended from time to time. Such amendments become 
effective for any arbitration filed after publication by the Service. 

7.07 Service Not Operating 

If parties have agreed to resolve a dispute under these Rules and the Service is not operating at the 
time at which a party submits the dispute to the Service, the parties shall be deemed to have agreed 
that the dispute will be arbitrated in accordance with these Rules .. 
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American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

Schedule of Non-Refundable Administration Fees 

Appendix I 
to 

Rules of Procedure for Arbitration 

American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

1620 Eye, N.W., 6th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20006-4010 
Phone and Fax: 202-833-0762 

E-mails: cbrice@healthlawyers.org 
adr@healthlawyers.org 

Website: www.healthlawyers.org/adr 

While the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service prints its 
Rules for the ease of resolvers and potential parties, the most up-to-date and binding version of the 
Rules should be downloaded from the American Health Lawyers Association's ADR Website at: 
www.healthlawyers.org/adr 

The Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, Mediation, or Mediation/ Arbitrat~on that will be binding on 
the parties and the resolver will be the version of the Rules available from the ADR Website on the 
effective date of the ADR Request for Arbitration/Mediation Dispute Resolver List form. 
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American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

Schedule of Nonrefundable Administration Fees 

Appendix I 
to 

Rules of Procedure for Arbitration 

Service 

Arbitration (First Panel)* 
Arbitration (Second Panel)* 
Arbitration (Third Panel)* 
Hearing Officer* 
Med-Arb* 
Mediation (First Panel)* 
Mediation (Second Panel)* 
Mediation (Third Panel)* 

Administration Fee 

$2,750.00 
$1,750.00 
$2,750.00 

$900.00 
$3,250.00 
$2,750.00 
$1,750.00 
$2,750.00 

* Add $475 for each additional party above the two (2) initial filing parties (i.e., with one complainant and one 
respondent, the filing fee is $2,750; with one complainant and 3 respondents, the filing fee is $3,700 [$2,750 + 

2($475.00)]. 

The nonrefundable Administration Fee only covers the administrative services provided by the 
American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service. It does not include the 
compensation or expenses charged by the dispute resolver or any other charge incurred by the parties 
in advance of or in connection with any dispute resolution. 

The· American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service reserves the right to 
change the nonrefundable fees at any time and from time to time. Information on the current 
administration fees can be obtained from: 

American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 
1620 Eye Street, N.W., 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20006-4010 
Phone and Fax: 202-833-0762 
E-mails: cbrice@healthlawyers.org 
adr@healthlawyers.org 
Website: www.healthlawyers.org/adr 
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American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

Sample Contractual Arbitration Provisions 

Appendix II 
to 

Rules of Procedure for Arbitration 

American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

1620 Eye Street, N.W., 6th Floor 
Washington, DC 20006-4010 

Phone and Fax: 202-833-0762 

E-mails: cbrice@healthlawyers.org 
adr@healthlawyers.org 

Website: www.healthlawyers.org/adr 

While the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service prints its 
Rules for the ease of resolvers and potential parties, the most up-to-date and binding version of the 
Rules should be downloaded from the American Health Lawyers Association's ADR Website at: 
www.healthlawers.org/adr 

The Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, Mediation, or Mediation/ Arbitration that will be binding on 
the parties and the resolver will be the version of the Rules available from the ADR Website on the 
effective date of the ADR Request for Arbitration/Mediation Dispute Resolver List form. 
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American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 

Sample Contractual Arbitration Provisions 

Appendix II 
to 

Rules of Procedure for Arbitration 

1.0 ACCESS TO ARBITRATION 

The parties may provide for arbitration under the American Health Lawyers Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Service (Service) Rules of Procedure for Arbitration (Rules) by any written agreement to 
arbitrate under or to invoke otherwise an application of the Rules or to submit a claim for arbitration 
by the' Service. This document contains sample provisions that the parties may wish to consider in 
providing for arbitration under the Rules. A variety of sampie provisions are included in order to 
demonstrate the manner by which disputes or controversies involving different circumstances, 
contracts and relationships may be the basis for arbitration under the Rules. However, rio particular 
form is required. The sample provisions are provided for convenience. 

Parties considering arbitration under the Rules or the use of particular arbitration provisions should 
remember that these decisions may significantly affect their legal rights. In addition, the validity and 
enforceability of an arbitration provision or the award will depend on local law. This document is not a 
substitute for legal advice. The Service urges parties considering these matters to consult with legal 
counsel prior to making any decision. 

2.0 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In evaluating or drafting an arbitration agreement or clause, a number of concerns should be 
considered. First, statutes, regulations and case law in various jurisdictions may affect the validity or 
enforceability of the arbitration agreement or clause. A particular arbitration agreement or clause may, 
for example, be void as unconscionable or against public policy in some jurisdictions. Second, it is 
important that the arbitration agreement or clause reflect the intent of the parties concerning 
arbitration. A sample provision may require modification to reflect the intent of the parties with 
respect to arbitration. 

Arbitration may take a wide variety of forms. The Rules generally operate as a default mechanism. 
Unless the parties agree otherwise in writing, the procedures provided by the Rules will apply. 
However, subject to applicable law and certain limited exceptions, the parties may vary any of these 
procedures by written agreement. Parties should consider and may vary, among other features, the 
following features of arbitration under the Rules. 
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2.01 Binding and Non-Binding Arbitration 

'Fhe parties may provide for either binding or non-binding arbitration. 

2.02 Locale, Place, Time or Date of Arbitration 

The parties may provide for the locale, place, date or time of any arbitration proceeding. 

2.03 Number and Qualifications of Arbitrators 

The parties may provide for a single or multiple arbitrators and may specify the professional or 
other qualifications that the parties would prefer the arbitrators possess. 

2.04 Method of Selection 

The parties may provide a method of selecting an arbitrator or arbitration panel. 

2.05 Payment of Costs 

The parties may provide for the payment for the costs and fees associated with the arbitration. 

2.06 Types of Disputes 

The parties may specify the types of disputes subject to arbitration. For example, the parties may 
provide whether arbitration will be required for disputes that may arise in the future or whether 
~n existing dispute will be submitted to arbitration. 

2.07 Scope of Arbitration 

The parties may provide for the scope of arbitration. For example, the parties may limit 
arbitration to contractual disputes or include tort claims. 

2.08 Order and Manner of Proceedings 

'f:he parties may provide for the order and manner of any arbitration proceedings. 

2.09 Discovery 

The parties may provide for or prohibit the use of discovery. The parties may also limit the types 
of discovery permitted and the time period in which the parties may conduct discovery. 

2.10 Relief 

Tihe parties may limit the relief or damages that the arbitrator may award. 
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3.0 SAMPLE PROVISIONS 

The sample provisions are intended only to provide examples of the written provisions that parties 
may use to provide for arbitration under the Rules and to alert parties and their counsel to some of the 
issues and variations that may be considered in deciding to arbitrate under the Rules and deciding on 
the provisions that the parties will use. 

3.01 Sample Basic Provision 

The following sample provision is a basic provision that provides for arbitration under the Rules 
in a specified location. 

Arbitration. Any controversy, dispute or disagreement arising out of or relating to this 
Agreement, the breach thereof, or the subject matter thereof, shall be settled exclusively 
by binding arbitration, which shall be conducted in {City, State] in accordance with the 
American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of 
Procedure for Arbitration, and which to the extent of the subject matter of the arbitration, 
shall be binding not only on all parties to the Agreement, but on any other entity controlled 
by, in control of or under common control with the party to the extent that such affiliate 
joins in the arbitration, and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 
entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. 

3.02 Sample Provision in Connection with Medical Staff Bylaws, Appointment Procedures 
or Fair Hearing Procedures 

Various forms of alternative dispute resolution can be quite valuable in resolving issues between 
physicians and hospitals upon the medical staffs of which the physicians serve. To the extent that 
such dispute resolution provisions are included in medical staff bylaws, appointment procedures 
or hearing procedures, careful attention must be paid to the nomenclature used in the particular 
document involved, which must be consistent with the terms otherwise used in the document 
and may not be correctly described below. Also, to the extent that the hospital seeks the safe 
harbor protection afforded by the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986, as amended, 
appropriate reference must be made to that legislation and to amendments occurring from time 
to time with respect to notice and hearing requirements. 

The following example is designed to utilize mandatory binding arbitration to resolve disputes 
arising under medical staff bylaws, appointment procedures or fair hearing procedures other 
than hearing procedures in physician appointment, disciplinary or credentialing matters. 

Arbitration. Any controversy, dispute or disagreement arising out of, or relating to {these 
medical staff bylaws, the appointment procedure, the fair hearing procedure), rights arising 
thereunder or the breach thereof ( except for any hearing procedure requested by a 
physician in connection with matters with respect to which the adequate notice and 
hearing provisions of the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986, as amended from 
time to time, apply) shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, which shall be conducted in 
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(City, State) in accordance 

with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service 
Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, and judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator 
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. 

In the alternative, the parties may prefer to select arbitration or another form of alternative 
dispute resolution under rules of the Service to include such a hearing process. In such event, the 
terms of the underlying document will be substantially different because the detailed hearing 
provisions would not be included in their entirety. Assuming that other operational provisions 
are properly addressed in a set of medical staff bylaws or in a fair hearing procedure, an 
appropriate reference to the Rules of Arbitration of the Service might be as follows: 

Arbitration. Any controversy, dispute or disagreement arising out of, or relating to [these 
medical staff bylaws, the appointment procedure, the fair hearing procedure), rights arising 
thereunder or the breach thereof, including any hearing requested by a physician pursuant 
thereto, shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, which shall be conducted in (City, State) 
in accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration; provided, however, that, with 
respect to any such physician hearing procedure, said Rules of Procedure for Arbitration 
shall be modified to the extent necessary to comply with the adequate notice and hearing 
provision requirements of the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986, as amended 
from time to time ("Act"), and said Rules of Procedure for Arbitration shall be interpreted 
and applied consistent with the Act. Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator 
may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. 

Another use of alternative dispute resolution in this context allows a different physician hearing 
procedure to be provided in the medical staff bylaws or fair hearing procedure, but submits the 
dispute to mandatory binding arbitration after the completion of the hearing and the final 
decision made by the board of directors of the hospital, in lieu of any challenge in court. Such a 
provision might read as follows: 

Arbitration. Any controversy, dispute or disagreement remaining after the final decision 
of the Board of Directors of [Hospital) in connection with any hearing conducted pursuant 
to [these medical staff bylaws, this fair hearing procedure) shall be settled exclusively by 
arbitration, which shall be settled exclusively by arbitration, which shall be conducted in 
(City, State) in accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternatives 
Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, and judgment on the award 
rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. 

3.03 Sample Provisions on Legal Violations 

The following two sample provisions are drafted to address concerns by a party that an 
agreement violates a federal, state or local law, regulation, order or policy. Such sample 
provisions might be used, for example, in connection with concerns that an agreement 
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may violate future Medicare/Medicaid fraud and abuse prohibitions or may raise questions of 
tax exempt status by reason of later decided cases. The first sample provision focuses on a good 
faith concern that such a violation may exist. 

Compliance with Laws and Regulations. In the event any party to this Agreement, in 
consultation with counsel, develops a good faith concern that any provision of this 
Agreement or any activity of any other party is in violation of any applicable federal, state 
or local law or any regulation, order or policy issued under any such law, such party shall 
immediately notify the other parties in writing of such concern, the specific activities 
giving rise to such concern and the reasons therefor. If an agreement on a method for 
resolving such concern is not reached within ten (10) days of such written notice, the 
activities described in the notice will cease or be appropriately altered until the concern is 
resolved. If the parties cannot agree on a method of resolving the concern, the matter shall 
be submitted to a single arbitrator pursuant to the American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. The arbitrator 
shall (i) make a determination of the legality of the provision or activity in question, and 
(ii) if the provision or activity is determined to be illegal, either (A) amend this Agreement 
to eliminate the illegal provision or activity and leave the parties as nearly as possible in 
the same economic positions in which they would have been under the original terms of 
this Agreement; or (B) if the illegal provision or activity is so fundamental that revision 
and continuation of this Agreement is not feasible, terminate this Agreement in such a 
manner as will return the parties as nearly as possible to the economic positions in which 
they would have been had they not entered into this Agreement, without altering in a 
material way the economic benefits realized during the period this Agreement was in 
effect. 

in contrast, the second sample provision also addresses changes and developments in judicial 
interpretations and focuses on a change that prevents a party from receiving an anticipated 
benefit of an agreement. 

Changes in Law and Regulations. In the event any applicable federal, state or local law or 
any regulation, order or policy issued under any such law is changed (or any judicial 
interpretation thereof is developed or changed) in a way which will have a material 
adverse effect on the practical realization of the benefits anticipated by one or more 
parties to this Agreement, the adversely affected party or parties shall notify the other 
party or parties in writing of such change and the effect of the change. The parties shall 
enter into good faith negotiations to modify this Agreement to compensate for such 
change. If an agreement on a method for modifying this Agreement is not reached within 
thirty (30) calendar days of such written notice, the matter shall be submitted to a single 
arbitrator for arbitration in [City, State] pursuant to the rules and procedures of the 
American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of 
Procedure for Arbitration. The arbitrator shall (i) structure an amendment to this 
Agreement which will leave the parties as nearly as possible in the same economic 
positions in which they would have been under the original terms of this Agreement, had 
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1 the change in the law, regulation, order or policy ( or change or development of the judicial 
interpretation thereof) not occurred; or (ii) if the arbitrator 
determines that the change is so fundamental that revision and continuation of this 
Agreement is not feasible, structure a termination of this Agreement that will return the 
parties as nearly as possible to the economic positions in which they would have been had 
they not entered into this Agreement, without altering in a material way the economic 
benefits realized during the period this Agreement was in effect. 

3.04 Sample Provisions on Price or Value 

The following two sample provisions address a failure of the parties to agree on a price or value 
under an agreement. In addition, the first sample provision also provides for an arbitrator 
directly appointed by each of the two parties to an agreement, selection of a third arbitrator in 
certain circumstances and the division of the arbitrators' fees among the parties. 

Arbitration. If the parties have not agreed upon [Matter Relating to Value or Price] by 
[Date or Time], the parties shall submit the matter for resolution by two arbitrators in 
accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. Each party shall select an arbitrator from a list 
provided by the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service ("Service") within ten days after the list is provided. After the two arbitrators are 
selected, the arbitrators shall meet promptly to resolve the matter. If the arbitrators are 
unable to resolve the matter within sixty calendar days after the selection of the second 
arbitrator, then a third arbitrator shall be appointed by the two arbitrators, or if they 
cannot agree, the third arbitrator shall be selected by the arbitrators from a list provided 
by the Service. Promptly after the third arbitrator has been selected, the three arbitrators 
shall resolve the matter. A decision by a majority of the arbitrators shall resolve the 
matter. A decision by a majority of the arbitrators shall be binding on the parties. Each 
party will pay the respective fees of the arbitrator appointed by that party and one-half of 
the cost of appointing and the fees of the third arbitrator. 

The second sample provision provides for arbitration by a panel composed of two directly 
appointed arbitrators and a neutral arbitrator with specific qualifications, a specified method of 
arriving at the dollar amount of the award and the division of costs. 

Repurchase for Fair Market Value. Upon notice given by the Hospital before [Date or 
Time], the Contractor shall repurchase the Medical Equipment from the Hospital for fair 
market value. The fair market value of the Medical Equipment shall be determined by 
agreement between the parties. If the parties cannot agree upon the fair market value of 
the Medical Equipment within thirty calendar days after [Date or Time], then the fair 
market value shall be determined by a panel of three arbitrators selected pursuant to the 
American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of 
Procedure for Arbitration. Each party shall select an arbitrator from a list provided by the 
American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service ("Service"), 
and the two arbitrators so selected shall appoint a third arbitrator from a different list so 
provided. The fair market value as determined by each of the three arbitrators shall 
be added together and the sum shall be divided by three; the resulting quotient shall be 
the fair market value of the Medical Equipment. If, however, the lowest value and/or the 
highest value are more than fifteen percent (15%) lower or higher than the middle value, 
that lowest value and/or highest value shall be disregarded. If one value is disregarded, 
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the two remaining values shall be added together and their sum divided by two; the 
resulting quotient shall be the fair market value of the Medical Equipment. If both the 
lowest value and the highest value are disregarded, the middle value shall be the fair 
market value of the Medical Equipment. Each party shall pay the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator selected by it, and the fees and expenses of the third arbitrator and all other 
costs of the arbitration shall be borne equally by the parties. 

Consultation with legal counsel is strongly urged before the parties use a provision based on this 
or a similar type of variation or provision. 

3.05 Sample Provision on Rate Modification 

The following sample provision addresses an inability of the parties to agree on a rate 
modification. It also provides for a tripartite panel composed of two directly appointed non
neutral arbitrators and a neutral arbitrator, specified arbitrator qualifications and a division of 
costs. 

Arbitration of Rate Modification. If the parties cannot agree to a mutually acceptable 
modification to the rates within ninety (90) calendar days after [Date or Time], the party 
requesting the rate modification shall have the right to have the matter decided by 
arbitration in {City, State] in accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service ("Service") Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. Each 
party shall select a person to serve on an arbitration panel from a list of arbitrators 
provided by the Service. The two arbitrators shall then select a fair and impartial third 
person to serve as a member of the panel [from the same list]. The arbitrators should have 
experience in the area of managed care plans. The fees of the arbitrator appointed by each 
party shall be borne by that party, and the fees of the third arbitrator and the costs of the 
arbitration shall be borne equally by both parties. 

3.06 Sample Provisions on Med-Arb 

The following two sample provisions provide for the use of med-arb, in which mandatory, 
binding arbitration will occur if mediation does not produce an accepted result. The first sample 
provision contemplates the use of the same person as the arbitrator and the mediator. 

Resolution of Dispute. The parties hereby agree to submit any dispute arising under this 
Agreement to mediation under the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Mediation. If any dispute is not resolved 
by mediation no later than [Date or Time}, the dispute shall be submitted to arbitration in 
accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. The same person shall serve both as the 
mediator and as the arbitrator. 

In contrast, the second sample provision contemplates the use of different persons as the 
arbitrator and the mediator. 

Resolution of Dispute. The parties hereby agree to submit any dispute arising under this 
Agreement to mediation under the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Mediation. If any dispute is not resolved 
by mediation no later than [Date or Time}, the dispute shall be submitted to arbitration in 
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accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. The same person may not serve both as the 
mediator and the arbitrator. 

3.07 Sample Provision on Arb-Med 

The following sample provision provides for use of arb-med in which arbitration first occurs with 
the binding decision of the arbitrator maintained by the arbitrator in secret at the conclusion of 
arbitration, to be disclosed and placed in effect only if the parties fail to reach agreement after a 
designated period of mediation. In such a procedure, a single dispute resolver serves as 
arbitrator and mediator. 

Resolution of Dispute. The parties hereby agree to submit any dispute arising under this 
Agreement to arbitration in accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration; provided, 
however, that the decision of the arbitrator shall be maintained in confidence by the 
arbitrator without disclosure to the parties or any other person while the parties engage in 
mediation in accordance with the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Service Rules of Procedure for Mediation for a period of [two days, 36 
hours, 24 hours, two weeks). If the dispute is not resolved by mediation by the conclusion of 
.such time period, the arbitrator shall render the award as maintained in confidence since 
the conclusion of the arbitration proceeding, and judgment on the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. The same person shall 
serve both as the mediator and as the arbitrator in such a proceeding. 

4.0 MISCELLANEOUS ALTERNATIVES 

The following sample provisions reflect miscellaneous variations that may be possible in connection 
with arbitration. 

4.01 Altering Damages 

The available damages may be varied. Examples include: 

Damages shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of law applicable to 
comparable civil actions. 

Notwithstanding the American Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Service Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, a party may be awarded incidental, 
consequential, special, punitive, or exemplary damages. 

Any damages awarded may not exceed the amount of payments made under this 
Agreement. 

If the Patient seeks to recover damages for loss of earnings or impairment of earning 
ability, evidence may be considered to establish the income taxes and employment taxes 
which the Patient would have been obligated by law to pay. 

The arbitrators may, in awarding damages, consider compensation or payments from a 
collateral source. 
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(:onsultation with legal counsel is strongly urged before parties use a provision based on these or 
~imilar types of variations or provisions. 

4.02 Altering Remedies 

The available remedies may be varied. Examples include: 

The exclusive remedy available in such event shall be specific performance. 

In no event may the arbitrators require specific performance or grant other equitable 
relief. 

Consultation with legal counsel is strongly urged before parties use a provision based on these or 
similar types of variations or provisions. 

4.03 Altering Standard of Proof 

The standard of proof may be varied. Examples include: 

In any proceedings involving a claim of professional liability by the Physician, the decision 
of the arbitrator shall be based on evidence which is legally sufficient and which 
establishes, by clear and convincing proof, every element of the claim. 

Consultation with legal counsel is strongly urged before parties use a provision based on these or 
similar types of variations or provisions. 
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Arbitration is a centuries-old way for industries to promote commerce through self
regulation. It is particularly well suited for disputes involving health care because of 
the complex nature of the health care marketplace and its highly regulated nature. 
Disputes are best resolved by Neutrals who understand the laws and regulations 
governing the delivery of health goods and services and the context in which they are 
provided. 

Disputes impede the close cooperation needed to deliver quality health care. By 
resolving claims quickly, arbitration helps the health care system maintain its focus 
on promoting wellness and treating patients. 

For further information about these rules or our dispute resolution program, 
please contact: 

Administrator 
American Health Lawyers Association 
Dispute Resolution Service 
1620 Eye Street, N.W., 6th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20006-4010 
drs@healthlawyers.org 
Phone and Fax: 202-833-0762 
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1.1 Applicable Version of Rules 
A claim will be arbitrated in accordance with the version of these rules (Rules) posted 
on the website of the American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA) on the date 
a Demand for Arbitration is received. Any reference to the Rules of the American 
Health Lawyers Association Alternative Dispute Resolution Service will be deemed to 
be a reference to such version of the Rules. 

1.2 Electronic Case Management System 
(a) APPLICABILITY. Parties, party representatives, the Administrator, and the arbi

trator (once appointed), will transmit written messages and documents regarding 
a case through AHLA's Electronic Case Management System (ECM). 

(b) NOTICE. A message is deemed to have been received by the person(s) to whom 
it is addressed on the next business day after it is sent through the ECM. A party 
or party representative is deemed to have notice of the contents of any message 
sent to it through the ECM. 

(c) FILING. A document is deemed to have been filed on the day it is transmitted 
( uploaded) to the ECM. 

( d) SERVICE. A document is deemed to have been served one business day after 
notice is sent to a party at the email address listed for this party in the ECM. 

(e) OPTING OUT. A party or party representative may opt out of using the ECM if 
it agrees to pay all the additional direct and indirect costs associated with com
municating through hard copy documents. AHLA will provide a price list upon 
request, and will consider claims of indigence in applying and/or adjusting such 
price list. 

1.3 Representation 
Parties may designate a representative. The Claimant should designate its representa
tive in the Demand for Arbitration. Any party may designate a primary representa
tive, designate additional representatives, change its representative, or withdraw a 
representative by completing a Designation of Representative Form in the ECM. 
Unless otherwise required by law, no representative need be an attorney so long as the 
individual is an officer of the party or an agent properly designated to act on behalf of 
the party. 
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1 .4 Counting of Days 
Unless otherwise indicated, "days" means business days, which do not include Satur
days, Sundays, United States Postal Service holidays, or any other day on which the 
AHLA main office is officially closed. Prior to the appointment of an arbitrator, the 
Administrator has discretion to extend the deadlines set forth in the Rules for good 
cause shown or upon the request of all parties. 

1.5 Disclaimer 
AHLA and its employees, Board members, agents, volunteers, and Neutrals are not 
liable for any loss, liability, or damages arising out of an act or omission in connection 
with any arbitration under the Rules. 
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To file a claim, a party must complete and file the Demand for Arbitration form on 
the AHLA website and pay the applicable fees listed in Exhibit 3 and on the form, 
except as provided below in Sections 10 and 11 for employment and consumer cases. 
A party must also provide a copy of an agreement to arbitrate or a court order requir
ing arbitration of the claim under the Rules, and a statement describing the claim or 
claims to be arbitrated. 
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SECTION 3: 
APPOINTMENT OF AN ARBITRATOR 

3. I Criteria 
If the filing party (Claimant) produces a document that arguably requires arbitration 
of the claim under the Rules, the Administrator will appoint an arbitrator pursuant 
to the process described in Section 3. After receiving appropriate evidence and argu
ment, the arbitrator, once appointed, shall have the power to determine his or her 
jurisdiction and any issues of arbitrability. 

3.2 Appointment Process 
Unless the parties agree otherwise in writing, the Administrator will appoint a single, 
neutral arbitrator through the process set forth in the Rules. 

(a) NUMBER OF CANDIDATES. In its Demand for Arbitration, the filing party 
may request and pay for a list of either five (5) or ten (10) proposed arbitrators 
(candidates). If the filing party requests only five ( 5) candidates, the responding 
party may expand the list to ten (10) candidates by paying an additional fee, as 
established by the Administrator. 

(b) RANKING SHEET. Within ten (10) days after receiving a Demand for Arbitra
tion, the Administrator will provide the parties with a list of candidates (Ranking 
Sheet). The Administrator will select candidates based on information provided 
by the Claimant in the Demand for Arbitration and any additional information a 
responding party may choose to provide. 

(c) CANDIDATE PROFILES. The Administrator will provide the parties with the 
profiles and resumes of all candidates. Profiles and resumes are completed by 
candidates. AHLA does not verify the information in profiles and resumes and 
does not warrant that they are accurate, current, or complete. 

( d) REVIEW OF CANDIDATES. In ranking candidates, parties should carefully as
sess the candidates' qualifications and experience. Parties may contact candidates 
directly to inquire about their suitability and their availability for appointment. 
Such contacts must be in writing, and a copy of any such communication must 
be provided to the other party(ies). When corresponding with candidates, parties 
may disclose the general nature of the question in dispute in the case, but may 
not discuss its merits. 
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(e) INELIGIBLE CANDIDATES. A candidate is ineligible to arbitrate a claim only 
if it would be unethical or impossible for him or her to do so. If a party believes 
a single candidate is ineligible, it should strike him or her. If a party believes two 
(2) or more candidates are ineligible, it may petition the Administrator to replace 
them with eligible candidates and provide a new Ranking Sheet. The Administra
tor will grant such a petition only if it is clearly established, in the sole discretion 
of the Administrator, why the candidate(s) to be replaced would be ineligible. 

(f) RANKING CANDIDATES. Within ten (10) days after receiving a Ranking Sheet 
and profiles, parties must rank the candidates sequentially in order of preference 
in the ECM. The most highly desired candidate should be ranked "1;' the second 
choice should be ranked "2", etc. Parties may strike no more than one (1) candi
date. 

(g) SELECTION PROCESS. After removing any candidate struck from the list by a 
party, the Administrator will select the candidate with the lowest combined score 
from Ranking Sheets completed on time. The process used in the event of a tie 
score is illustrated in Exhibit 1. 

3.3 Acceptance of Appointment 
Within five (5) days after receiving an offer of appointment from the Administrator, a 
candidate who has been selected must complete the Arbitration Disclosure Checklist 
and decide whether or not to accept the appointment. 

A candidate accepts an appointment by completing an Arbitrator's Acceptance Form 
in the ECM. If a candidate does not accept the appointment within the five (5) day 
period, the Administrator will offer it to the candidate with the next lowest ranking. 
The Administrator will repeat this process until an arbitrator is appointed. 

3.4 Appointment Date 
The date on which the Administrator notifies the parties of an arbitrator's appoint
ment through the ECM is deemed the Appointment Date. 

3.5 Arbitration Panels 
Parties may agree to appoint a panel of three (3) arbitrators. Unless they specify other
wise, parties will each select a single arbitrator from a list of five (5) or ten (10) candi
dates provided by the Administrator, and these two (2) arbitrators will select a third ar
bitrator from this same list of candidates. If the two (2) selected arbitrators cannot agree 
on a third arbitrator, the Administrator will appoint a third from the list of candidates. 
All three (3) arbitrators are presumed to be neutral. The third arbitrator will serve as the 
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II 
lead arbitrator and panel chair (Chair). The Chair manages the arbitration process and 
presides at the hearing. The panel will decide all matters by majority vote unless the par
ties agree to have the Chair serve as the sole arbitrator of pre-hearing disputes regarding 
discovery or other matters. 

3.6 Alternative Selection Processes 
If the parties agree in writing to an alternative process for selecting an arbitrator, and 
the validity and interpretation of this agreement are not in dispute, the Administrator 
will not permit a party to delay or avoid arbitration by failing to abide by this agree
ment. 

Illustration: Party A and Party B agree to appoint an arbitrator directly ( on their 
own) from a list of ten (10) candidates provided by the AHLA, and they agree that 
their direct appointments will select a third arbitrator from this list. Party A fails to 
appoint an arbitrator within the prescribed period. 

The Administrator will offer appointments to the arbitrators ranked 1 and 2 by 
Party B. These two arbitrators will select the third. 
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4.1 Conduct 
(a) POWERS AND DUTIES. An arbitrator has the power to: 

(1) determine his or her powers and duties under an arbitration clause; 

(2) interpret the Rules to the extent that they relate to his or her powers or duties; 

(3) sanction parties for failing to comply with orders of the arbitrator or any 
obligations under the Rules; 

( 4) stay or dismiss proceedings for good cause, which may include agreement of 
the parties; and 

(5) take any actions and make any decisions that are necessary and proper to 
conducting a fair and efficient arbitration under the Rules. 

(b) ETHICS. Arbitrators must comply with the Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in 
Commercial Disputes posted on AHLA's website. 

(c) SETTLEMENT AND MEDIATION. Arbitrators should encourage parties to 
discuss settlement on their own or with the assistance of a mediator. However, 
arbitrators should not pressure parties to settle, express a point of view on settle
ment, or participate in settlement discussions. An arbitrator may mediate only as 
provided in the Guidelines for Mediation-Arbitration (Med-Arb) and Arbitration
Mediation (Arb-Med) set forth in Exhibit 2. 

4.2 Ex Parte Communication 
(a) GENERAL RULE. Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c) below, once 

a Neutral is appointed as an arbitrator, he or she may not communicate with a 
party unless all other parties participate in the conversation or exchange of writ
ten messages. 

(b) NON-NEUTRAL ARBITRATORS. Parties who have agreed to the use of non
neutral arbitrators may agree to permit ex parte communications with such 
non-neutral arbitrators. Arbitrators are regarded as non-neutral when all parties 
expect them to be predisposed toward the party appointing them. 

(c) FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE. If, after receiving notice, a party fails to participate 
in a teleconference or video conference or fails to appear at a hearing, an arbitra
tor may communicate with the participating parties despite that party's absence. 

4.3 Case Management 
(a) DEFAULT TIMEFRAME. Except as provided below, an arbitrator should issue 

a final award within eight (8) months after being appointed. Arbitrators should 
schedule pre-hearing proceedings and hearings accordingly. 
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(b) EXPEDITED REVIEW. If the parties jointly request expedited review, the 
arbitrator should make best efforts to issue a final award within 90 days after 
the Appointment Date. 

(c) EXCEPTIONAL CASES. If an arbitrator determines that a case is unusually com
plex, or that a delay is necessary for other reasons, the arbitrator may allow more 
time for either pre-hearing proceedings or a hearing. However, arbitrators should 
exercise their discretion to permit further delay sparingly. 

4.4 Review Board 
(a) PURPOSE. The Review Board (RB) and its designated Review Panel(s) will rule 

on petitions to remove an arbitrator under Rule 4.5. 

(b) APPOINTMENT. When the Review Board is initially constituted, the President 
of AHLA will appoint two Senior Arbitrators to serve two-year terms; two (2) to 
serve three-year terms; and one (1), who will be appointed as the Review Board 
Chair (RB Chair), to serve a four-year term. Thereafter, the President will fill 
vacancies by appointing Senior Arbitrators, including the RB Chair, to three-year 
terms. Non-chairs serving on the Review Board will be eligible for appointment 
to serve as RB Chair. Individuals will be eligible to serve multiple terms on the 
Review Board, provided that three (3) years have elapsed since their last term of 
service ended. 

(c) QUALIFICATIONS. All Senior Arbitrators must be experienced arbitrators of 
health law disputes who have sat as an arbitrator in at least 20 cases. 

(d) REVIEW PANELS. When the Administrator notifies the RB Chair that a petition 
under Rule 4.S(c) requires review, the RB Chair will designate a panel of three (3) 
Senior Arbitrators drawn from the current RB. This panel may or may not in
clude the RB Chair. In deciding which Senior Arbitrators to select, the RB Chair 
may take into account their availability, expertise, actual or perceived conflicts of 
interest, and any other factors relevant to ensuring a well-reasoned and impartial 
decision. If the RB Chair is not a member of the panel, the RB Chair will desig
nate a Senior Arbitrator as the lead panelist. The lead panelist will preside and 
perform all administrative functions. The panel will decide substantive matters 
by majority vote. 

(e) COMPENSATION. Senior Arbitrators will receive no compensation for 
reviewing petitions under Rule 4.5 (Removing an Arbitrator). 

(f) ETHICS. When serving on a Review Panel, Senior Arbitrators must comply 
with the Code of Ethics for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes. 
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4.5 Removing an Arbitrator 
A party who believes an arbitrator is unfit to serve because of a conflict of interest, 
a mental or physical impairment, or conduct that calls his or her fairness or impar
tiality into question, may pursue the following options: 

(a) UNANIMOUS CONSENT. If all of the parties request an arbitrator to withdraw, 
the arbitrator must do so. (Code ofEthics, Canon II (G)). 

(b) WITHDRAWAL. A party may request an arbitrator to withdraw in writing, 
served upon the Administrator, the Arbitrator and all other parties. In 
responding to such a request, an arbitrator should be guided by Code of 
Ethics Canon II (G)(2). 

(c) REMOVAL. A party may file a petition with the Administrator requesting the 
Review Board to remove the arbitrator. Other parties may file a response with the 
Administrator within 15 days of service. If the petitioner so requests, neither the 
Review Panel nor any party may inform the arbitrator of the petition. In 
ruling on the petition, however, the Review Panel will consider the arbitrator's 
lack of opportunity to respond. If the Review Panel grants a petition, it will 
inform the arbitrator why he or she was removed. The Review Board will 
not assess costs and expenses for reviewing a petition for removal unless it 
determines the petition was frivolous. 

4.6 Replacing an Arbitrator 
If an arbitrator is removed pursuant to Rule 4.5, or an arbitrator becomes unable or 
unwilling to serve, the Administrator will replace the arbitrator as follows: 

(a) The Administrator will ask the parties whether they can agree on a replacement. 

(b) If the parties cannot agree, and the original arbitrator was chosen from a Rank-
ing Sheet (see Rule 3.2), the Administrator will select the candidate with the next 
lowest combined score, and, if necessary use the tie-breaking procedures set 
forth in Exhibit 1. 

( c) If no Ranking Sheet is available, the Administrator will create a new one based 
on the parties' preferences and request the parties to complete the new Ranking 
Sheet. 

(d) Generally, a replacement arbitrator will conduct an arbitration de novo. 
However, the parties may agree to alternative arrangements. 
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5.1 Objections, Answers, and Counterclaims 
A responding party may object to arbitration of a claim, may file an answer to a claim, 
and may file a counterclaim, within 15 days after the Appointment Date. The arbitra
tor (or arbitration panel) may extend this deadline for good cause. 

5.2 Preliminary Awards 
(a) ARBITRABILITY. Once appointed, the arbitrator may issue a preliminary award 

that addresses whether the arbitration clause is valid, and whether it applies to 
the claims or counterclaims raised by the parties. 

(b) INTERIM RELIEF. An arbitrator may issue interim relief, including an injunc
tion, to maintain the status quo in the dispute until a final award is issued. 
Interim relief will not prejudice the rights of the parties or affect the final deter
mination of the dispute. An interim award may assess costs, fees, and interest 
associated with the relief awarded. 

5.3 Deposits 
After consulting with the arbitrator, the Administrator may require the parties to 
deposit in advance sufficient funds to cover the costs of the arbitration, including the 
arbitrator's fees and expenses, except in cases under Sections 10 and 11 where requir
ing deposits would preclude a party's access to arbitration. If the Administrator does 
not receive the required amount, the arbitrator may suspend or terminate proceed
ings. The Administrator may require the parties to provide additional funds whenever 
the amount on deposit appears to be insufficient to cover anticipated costs, and the 
arbitrator may suspend proceedings pending receipt of these additional funds. 

5.4 Status Conference 
Once appointed, an arbitrator will schedule a status conference with the parties as 
quickly as possible. This conference may be held in person, by telephone, or by video
conference. During the conference the arbitrator will discuss: 

(1) challenges to the arbitrator's jurisdiction; 

(2) discovery and motions; 

(3) the date, time, and place of the hearing; 
(4) witnesses and exhibits; 

(5) the treatment of confidential information and documents; 
( 6) the scope and form of the final award; and 

(7) any other matters the arbitrator deems it appropriate to consider. 
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The arbitrator will post a scheduling order within five (5) days after the status 
conference. 

5.5 Discovery 
To promote speed and efficiency, the arbitrator, in his or her discretion, should per
mit discovery that is relevant to the claims and defenses at issue and is necessary for 
the fair resolution of a claim. Expert discovery shall be specifically addressed and 
the disclosure of expert witnesses shall be sequenced in a fashion that will allow fair 
discovery to proceed. 

5.6 Motions 
The arbitrator may allow motions, including motions for summary adjudication, mo
tions in limine and other motions, which the Arbitrator, in his or her sole discretion, 
determines will add to the fair and efficient resolution of the case. 

Illustration: In the status conference, Party B makes a strong argument that several of 
Party As claims can be resolved without an evidentiary hearing. The arbitrator may 
permit Party B to move for summary judgment on these claims. 

5.7 Date, Time, and Location of the Hearing 
Unless the parties agree otherwise, the arbitrator will convene an in person hearing. 
The parties may authorize the arbitrator to conduct the hearing by telephone or vid
eoconference, or to render an award based solely upon a written record. Alternatively, 
the parties may agree to an in person hearing in which sworn statements are submit
ted in lieu oflive testimony. 

If the agreement to arbitrate does not specify where or when the hearing will take 
place, and if the parties cannot agree on a date, time, or location for the hearing ac
ceptable to the arbitrator, the arbitrator, in his or her sole discretion, will determine 
an appropriate date, time, and location. 

5.8 Subpoenas 
(a) ISSUANCE. To the extent authorized by law, an arbitrator may issue subpoenas for 

the attendance of witnesses or the production of documents. Parties are expected to 
produce witnesses who are in their employ or otherwise under their control without 
a subpoena. 

(b) OBJECTIONS. A subpoenaed person may object to the issuance of a subpoena. 
An arbitrator will promptly rule on an objection by weighing the burden on the 
objector of complying with the subpoena against the potential value of the sub
poenaed witness or documents to ensuring a fair hearing. 
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5.9 Inspection or Investigation 
If all parties agree or an arbitrator determines that an inspection or investigation of a 
physical site is necessary, the arbitrator will provide the parties with 20 days advance 
notice of the date, time, and location of the inspection or investigation. All parties 
and representatives have the right to attend. An inspection or investigation must 
comply with all applicable laws regarding privacy and confidentiality. 
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6.1 Exchange of Information 
At least 20 days prior to the hearing, the parties must exchange copies of all exhibits 
they intend to introduce at the hearing and furnish a list of all witnesses they intend 
to call. The arbitrator may permit additional time to furnish rebuttal exhibits or 
exhibits pertaining to unanticipated issues. An arbitrator may exclude evidence that a 
party fails to exchange in a timely manner. 

6.2 Transcript 
If a party wishes to obtain a record of the hearing, it must inform the arbitrator and 
the other parties of its intention to hire a reporter no less than 10 days prior to the 
hearing. 

The arbitrator may designate a transcript as the official record of the hearing if: 

(a) The parties agree to share the costs of producing a transcript, including a copy for 
the arbitrator; 

(b) The parties authorize the arbitrator to allocate the costs of producing the transcript, 
including a copy for the arbitrator, in the award; or 

( c) One party agrees to bear the costs of producing the transcript, including copies for 
the arbitrator and the other parties. 

6.3 Attendance 
Arbitrations are not public forums. Generally, only the parties, their authorized rep
resentatives, and the reporter (if any) may attend a hearing. Subject to the arbitrator's 
approval, the parties may agree to allow other participants, and the arbitrator may 
permit others to attend if their presence would promote the fairness or integrity of 
the hearing. 

If a party so requests, an arbitrator may permit witnesses to attend only while testify
ing, and may forbid them from discussing their testimony with other witnesses until 
the hearing is closed. 

6.4 Oaths 
The arbitrator may require witnesses to testify under an oath administered by the 
arbitrator or another person qualified to administer oaths. 
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6.5 Conduct of Hearings 
The arbitrator will afford all parties an equal and adequate opportunity to present 
their case. Generally, the Claimant will present evidence to support claims (and refute 
any counterclaims), and the Respondent will present evidence to refute these claims 
(and support any counterclaims). Witnesses will be subject to both direct and cross 
examination and to questioning by the arbitrator. 

The arbitrator may vary the manner in which the hearing is conducted in order to 
promote the fair and speedy resolution of the dispute. 

6.6 Evidence 
The parties may offer whatever evidence the arbitrator regards as relevant and mate
rial to the dispute. The arbitrator may order the parties to produce additional infor
mation he or she regards as necessary to understand the dispute and reach a full and 
fair resolution. 

In determining what evidence to admit, the arbitrator need not follow rules applicable 
in court proceedings, but should generally permit evidence to be introduced that is 
relevant, material and will allow for a fair adjudication of the matter. Unless the par
ties agree otherwise, the arbitrator should not allow them to introduce information 
that is determined to fall within an applicable evidentiary privilege. 

6.7 Failure to Appear 
If a party or a party's authorized representative who has been notified of a hearing 
fails to appear, or fails to request and receive a postponement, the arbitrator must take 
evidence from whichever parties and representatives are present. 

6.8 Close of Hearing 
(a) GENERAL RULE. Except as provided in subparagraph (b), when the parties in

dicate that they have no further evidence to present, or the arbitrator determines 
that the record is complete, the arbitrator will declare the hearing is closed. 

(b) POST HEARING BRIEFS. If the arbitrator sets a schedule for the submission of 
post-hearing briefs or other documents, the arbitrator will declare that the hear
ing is closed as of the final due date for such submissions. 
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7.1 Deadline 
An arbitrator must issue an award within 30 days after the hearing is closed unless the 
arbitrator and all parties agree to extend this deadline. 

7.2 Basis 
Except as provided in Rules 7.3 and 7.4, the award must be based on evidence pre
sented at a hearing. If a party fails to attend the hearing its evidence need not be 
considered. 

7.3 Consent Award 
If the parties settle a case before a final award is issued, they may request the arbitra
tor to issue the terms of the agreement in the form of a consent award. The consent 
award must set forth how costs and fees associated with the arbitration will be paid, 
including but not limited to attorneys' fees and the arbitrator's fees and expenses. 

7.4 Failure to Prosecute 
If, prior to the close of the hearing, a party fails to pursue a claim or counterclaim, the 
arbitrator may issue a final award dismissing all or part of a case either with or with
out prejudice. 

7.5 Scope of Relief 
An arbitrator may award any relief authorized by contract or applicable law that ap
pears to be fair under the circumstances, including specific performance of a contract. 

7 .6 Fees and Expenses 
(a) BY AGREEMENT: If the parties have agreed on the allocation of the arbitrator's 

fees and expenses, and/or the parties' attorney fees, an arbitrator must implement 
their agreement unless it is contrary to applicable law. 

(b) STANDARD ALLOCATION: Except as is set forth in subsection (c) below, if the 
parties have not specified how fees and expenses should be allocated, an arbitra
tor will: 

(1) require the parties to pay their own attorney's fees and the expenses of the 
witnesses they produce; and 

(2) split the costs of the arbitration process, including the arbitrator's fees and 
expenses, evenly between the parties. 
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II 
( c) MISBEHAVIOR: An arbitrator may require a party to pay the fees and expenses 

incurred by the arbitrator and/or the attorney fees of other parties, or any por
tion thereof, as a result of the party's lack of cooperation or abuse of the process. 

7.7 Form 
An award must be in writing and signed by the arbitrator, in compliance with appli
cable state and federal law. 

7.8 Reasoning 
An arbitrator should provide a concise statement of the reasons supporting his or her 
award unless the parties agree prior to the completion of the arbitration hearing that 
a reasoned award is not required. 

7.9 Corrections 
Within 15 days after receiving an award, a party may request the arbitrator to correct 
clerical, typographical, or computational errors in the award. The other parties will 
have 15 days to respond to this request. The arbitrator must respond within 30 days 
after receiving the request. An arbitrator may not reconsider the merits of an award 
after it has been issued. He or she may alter the award only to correct inadvertent 
mistakes. 

7.10 Effect and Use 
A final award or a consent award fully and finally resolves all claims and counter
claims presented in arbitration. An award may be entered and enforced in any state or 
federal court with jurisdiction over a case. The Administrator and the Arbitrator shall 
maintain the confidential nature of the arbitration proceeding and any award, except 
as necessary in connection with a judicial challenge to or enforcement of an award, or 
unless as otherwise required by law. 
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SECTION 8: 
POST AWARD PROCEEDINGS 

8.1 Final Accounting 
After an award is issued and the arbitrator provides a final invoice, the Administra
tor will provide the parties a statement listing all costs deducted from the amounts 
deposited. The Administrator will promptly return any funds on deposit that are 
not required to cover costs. If the arbitrator's fees or expenses exceed the amount on 
deposit, the Administrator will invoice whichever party or parties are responsible for 
paying those costs. 

8.2 Release of Documents 
The AHLA will not release documents from a case file, including an award, unless: 

(1) it is required to do so by a valid court order or other valid legal process; or 
(2) a party requests the Administrator to provide copies (certified or not) of 

documents in its possession and pays appropriate fees. 

8.3 Judicial Proceedings 
Neither AHLA nor an arbitrator it appoints is a necessary party to any judicial pro
ceedings related to arbitration under the Rules. 
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9.1 Request for Emergency Relief 
To request emergency relief, a Claimant must file: (a) a Demand for Arbitration along 
with the appropriate filing fee; (b) a petition requesting emergency relief and explain
ing the basis for this request; and (c) proof that it has notified all parties of the peti
tion or has made a good faith attempt to notify them. 

9.2 Emergency Appointment 
The Administrator will nominate a Neutral to arbitrate the petition for emergency 
relief as quickly as possible based on the information provided by the Claimant in the 
Demand for Arbitration and any additional input other parties may choose to provide. 

Based on the Demand for Arbitration, the petition, and any other documents the 
parties may have provided, the nominee will determine within one (1) business day 
whether to accept this limited appointment. 

9.3 Standard of Review 
Once appointed, an arbitrator will determine whether to award emergency relief 
based on how likely the Claimant is to succeed on the merits; how much irreparable 
injury the Claimant will suffer without emergency relief; and whether, on balance, the 
benefits of emergency relief to the Claimant outweigh the burdens such relief would 
impose on the Respondent. Whenever it is practical to do so, the arbitrator will pro
vide the Respondent an opportunity to respond orally and in writing before ruling on 
the petition. However, in exigent circumstances, the arbitrator may act on the petition 
without receiving argument from both sides. 

9.4 Deposit 
The Administrator shall require an advance deposit equal to eight (8) hours of the 
arbitrator's time before an arbitrator rules on a petition for emergency relief. 

9.5 Relief 
Rules 7.2 and 7.5-7.9 apply to an award of emergency relief. 
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II 
9.6 Extension of Appointment 
After an arbitrator rules on a petition, the parties may agree to extend the arbitrator's 
appointment for the duration of the case. If the parties do not agree on an extension, 
or the arbitrator declines to accept it, the Administrator will appoint an arbitrator in 
accordance with Rule 3.2. 
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10.1 Interpretation 
Section 10 is intended to suspend or modify some of the provisions set forth in previ
ous sections of the Rules and should be interpreted accordingly. 

10.2 Definitions 
"Employment Case'' means a dispute between an organization and an individual 
arising out of an application for, the course of, or the termination of an employment 
relationship. 

"Mandatory Arbitration Clause'' means an agreement to arbitrate Employment Cases 
that an employer requires employees to sign in order to become or remain employed, 
or that an employee reasonably perceives to be required and non-negotiable. 

10.3 Filing Fee 
An employee seeking arbitration of an Employment Case may submit a Demand 
for Arbitration without paying a filing fee. If a Demand for Arbitration is submitted 
pursuant to a court order, the normal filing fee applies. 

10.4 Interim Award on Case Status 
If an employee asserts the agreement to arbitrate is a Mandatory Arbitration Clause 
and the organization disagrees, the arbitrator will promptly schedule a preliminary 
hearing on this issue. The arbitrator may conduct the hearing by telephone or video
conference. 

Within ten ( 10) days after this preliminary hearing is closed, the arbitrator will issue 
an interim award on whether the agreement to arbitrate is a Mandatory Arbitration 
Clause. If the arbitrator rules in favor of the employee, the arbitrator will order the 
employer to pay the filing fee. If the arbitrator rules in favor of the employer, the arbi
trator will order the employee to pay the filing fee. 

10.5 Special Rules Under Mandatory Arbitration Clauses 
If the parties stipulate that the agreement to arbitrate is a Mandatory Arbitration 
Clause, or the arbitrator rules in the employee's favor on this issue under Rule 10.4, 
the following provisions will apply: 
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(a) FEES AND EXPENSES. Regardless of any contract that states otherwise, the 
employer will pay the arbitrator's fees and expenses, and any other costs incurred 
by AHLA to administer the arbitration, unless: 

( 1) the employee volunteers to pay a portion of these costs; or 
(2) the arbitrator determines the employee's claim is frivolous. 

(b) DEPOSITS AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT. If, after receiving multiple requests 
and an opportunity to cure, the employer fails to deposit a reasonable amount 
to cover the fees and expenses for which it is responsible under paragraph (a) 
above, the arbitrator may enter default judgment against the employer. 

(c) CONFLICTING CONTRACT PROVISIONS. An arbitrator must disregard any 
contract provision that purports to amend these rules in a manner that unrea
sonably prejudices the employee. 

(d) STATUTORY RIGHTS AND REMEDIES. The arbitrator must disregard any 
contract provision that purports to limit the employee's statutory rights or reme
dies, including, but not limited to, any increase in the burden of proof required to 
prove liability or any cap lower than the applicable statutory cap on the recovery 
of damages, attorneys' fees, or costs. The final award must explain the basis for 
any decision on a statutory claim. 

(e) HEARING LOCATION. If the arbitrator decides to hold an in-person hearing, 
and the parties cannot agree on a location, then in determining the location the 
arbitrator will attempt to minimize the cost and inconvenience to parties and 
witnesses. 
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11.1 Interpretation 
Section 11 is intended to suspend or modify some of the provisions set forth in previ
ous sections of the Rules and should be interpreted accordingly. 

11.2 Definitions 
"Health Care Entity" includes any provider of health care services, including individ
uals; any health care or other benefit plan; and any manufacturer, distributor, supplier, 
or seller of a medical product, including, but not limited to, drugs, devices and/or 
equipment. 

"Consumer'' means a current or former patient, resident, or subscriber of a Health Care 
Entity; a beneficiary of a health plan; the user of a medical product, including, but not 
limited to, drugs, devices and/or and equipment; the personal representative of a cur
rent or former patient, resident, subscriber, beneficiary, or product user; or any parent, 
spouse, child, executor, administrator, heir, or survivor entitled to bring a survival or 
wrongful death claim on behalf of a former patient, resident, subscriber, beneficiary, or 
product user. 

"Consumer Case" means a dispute between a Health Care Entity and a Consumer 
concerning: (a) the delivery of care or treatment by the Health Care Entity; (b) the 
use of a medical product including, but not limited to, drugs and equipment, and/or 
(c) payment for such care, treatment, or product. 

These definitions shall be construed liberally with any doubts as to whether a case is 
a Consumer Case to be resolved in favor of providing the protections contained in 
these rules to the Consumer. 

11.3 Right to File in Small Claims Court 
Regardless of any contract provision to the contrary, any party to a Consumer Case 
may opt to file in a small claims court with jurisdiction over a dispute rather than file 
a claim under the Rules. 

11.4 Filing Fee 
A Consumer seeking arbitration of a Consumer Case may submit a Demand for Arbi
tration without paying a filing fee. If a Demand for Arbitration is submitted pursuant 
to a court order, the normal filing fee applies. 
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11.5 Requirements for Administration by AHLA 
If the agreement to arbitrate was signed before the events giving rise to the claim oc
curred, the agreement must: 

(a) be a separate document conspicuously identified as an agreement to arbitrate; 

(b) include the following notice, or substantially similar language, in a conspicuous 
location: 

Voluntary Agreement to Arbitrate 
THIS AGREEMENT GOVERNS IMPORTANT LEGAL RIGHTS. PLEASE 
READ IT CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. 

This is a voluntary agreement to resolve any dispute that may arise in the 
future between the parties under the American Health Lawyers Association's 
Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. In arbitration, a neutral third party chosen 
by the parties issues a final, binding decision. When parties agree to arbitrate, 
they waive their right to a trial by jury and the possibility of an appeal. 

(c) state conspicuously that the health care entity will provide the same care or treat
ment, without delay, if the agreement is not signed; and 

(d) state conspicuously that the agreement to arbitrate may be revoked within 10 
days after being signed (unless a state law applicable to contracts generally grants 
a longer period for revocation). 

11.6 Hearing on Administration of Arbitration 
(a) If a Consumer claims the agreement to arbitrate fails to comply with the require

ments listed in Rule 11.5, the arbitrator will promptly schedule a preliminary 
hearing on this issue. The arbitrator may conduct the hearing by telephone or 
videoconference. 

(b) Within 10 days after the preliminary hearing is closed, the arbitrator will issue 
an award determining whether the agreement to arbitrate satisfies the require
ments set forth in Rule 11.5. If the arbitrator determines that the agreement does 
not satisfy the requirements, the arbitrator will issue a Final Award terminating 
the arbitration without prejudice to any claims or defenses. The Final Award may 
order the Health Care Entity to pay all the costs and fees of arbitration, including 
the filing fee. If the arbitrator determines the agreement satisfies the requirements, 
the arbitrator will issue an interim award to that effect. Any determination under 
this section not to administer the arbitration shall not be considered a determina
tion on the validity of the arbitration agreement, and the parties may arbitrate in 
another forum if their agreement so provides or if they otherwise agree. 
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11. 7 Special Rules for Consumer Cases 
The following special rules apply to a Consumer Case: 

(a) FEES AND EXPENSES. Regardless of any contract that states otherwise, the 
Health Care Entity will pay the filing fee, the arbitrator's fees and expenses, and 
any other costs incurred by AHLA to administer the arbitration, unless: 

( 1) the Consumer volunteers to pay a portion of these costs; 

(2) the arbitrator determines the Consumer's claim is frivolous; or 

(3) the hearing lasts more than three days, in which case the arbitrator may 
deem it fair to require the parties to split the cost of additional days. 

(b) DEPOSITS AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT. If, after receiving multiple requests 
and an opportunity to cure, the Health Care Entity fails to deposit a reasonable 
amount to cover the fees and expenses for which it is responsible under para
graph (a) above, the arbitrator may enter default judgment against the Health 
Care Entity. 

( c) DISCOVERY. An arbitrator may depart from any contract provision that is 
inconsistent with Rule 5.5. 

(d) CONFLICTING CONTRACT PROVISIONS. An arbitrator must disregard any 
contract provision that purports to amend these rules in a manner that unrea
sonably prejudices the Consumer. 

(e) STATUTORY RIGHTS AND REMEDIES. The arbitrator must disregard any 
contract provision that purports to limit the Consumer's statutory rights or rem
edies, including, but not limited to, any increase in the burden of proof required 
to prove liability or any cap lower than the applicable statutory cap on the recov
ery of damages, attorneys' fees or costs. The final award must explain the basis for 
any decision on a statutory claim. 

(f) HEARING LOCATION. If the arbitrator decides to hold an in-person hearing, 
and the parties cannot agree on a location, then in determining the location the 
arbitrator will attempt to minimize the cost and inconvenience to parties and 
witnesses. 
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If the parties have agreed to arbitrate a class action under the Rules, or a court orders 
class arbitration, the arbitrator will apply procedures based on appropriate court rules 
and legal standards, including the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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Arbitrator Selection Process 
As is stated in Rule 3.2(g), the Administrator appoints the candidate with the lowest 
combined score from the parties' Ranking Sheets (see Illustration 1). In the event of 
a tie, the Administrator appoints the candidate ranked most similarly by the parties 
(see Illustration 2). If this tie-breaking procedure fails to produce a winner, the Ad
ministrator appoints the candidate whose last name comes first in alphabetical order 
if the case number is odd, and in reverse alphabetical order if the case number is even 
(see Illustration 3). 

Illustration 1: Lowest Combined Score 
Party i'i.s rankings are: Party B's rankings are: 

1. Smith 1. Johnson 

2. Jones 2. Smith 

3. Johnson 3. Murphy 

4. Brown 4. Jones 

5. Murphy 5. Brown 

Smith has the lowest combined score (2+ 1=3) and is therefore appointed as the 
arbitrator. 

Illustration 2: Most Similar Rankings 
Party i'i.s rankings are: 

1. Jones 

2. Smith 

3. Johnson 

4. Brown 

5. Murphy 

Party B's rankings are: 

1. Murphy 

2. Smith 

3. Jones 

4. Johnson 

5. Smith 

Both Jones and Smith have the lowest combined score three (3). Because there is no 
difference between Smith's scores (2-2=0) and a two (2) point difference between 
Jones's scores (3-1=2), Smith is appointed. 
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Illustration 3: Alphabetical Order 
Party N.s rankings are: 

1. Jones 

2. Smith 

3. Johnson 

4. Brown 

5. Murphy 

Party B's rankings are: 

1. Smith 

2. Jones 

3. Brown 

4. Johnson 

5. Murphy 

Both Jones and Smith have the lowest combined score four (4) and the difference 
between their rankings is the same one (1 ). Jones will be selected if the case number is 
odd; Smith will be selected if the case number is even. 

MULTI-PARTY CASES 
To provide each side equal input into the selection of an arbitrator, the Administra
tor averages the rankings of parties with common interests into a single score (see 
Illustration 1). If Claimants or Respondents have conflicting interests, their scores are 
weighted separately (see Illustration 2). 

Illustration I: Common Interests 
General Hospital claims Dr. Young and Dr. Restless violated their recruiting agreement 
when they established Group Practice with three other physicians. The parties' rankings 
are: 

General Hospital Dr. Young Dr. Restless 

1. Murphy 1. Smith 1. Smith 

2. Johnson 2. Brown 2.Murphy 

3. Brown 3. Johnson 3. Brown 

4. Jones 4. Jones 4. Johnson 
5. Smith 5. Murphy 5. Jones 

Because Dr. Young and Dr. Restless are similarly situated, their scores are averaged 
into one: 

Smith 1 

Brown 2.5 

Johnson 3.5 

Murphy 3.5 

Jones 4.5 

Murphy has the lowest combined score (1 + 3.5) and is appointed as the arbitrator. 
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Illustration 2: Competing Interests 
Dr. Young seeks compensation for unpaid bills from General Hospital and Medical 
Insurance for surgeries performed at General Hospital. Medical Insurance refused to 
pay because General Hospital provided false and incomplete information. General 
Hospital denies these allegations. The parties' rankings are: 

Dr. Young General Hospital Medical Insurance 

1. Murphy 1. Smith 1. Smith 

2. Johnson 2. Brown 2. Murphy 

3. Brown 3. Johnson 3. Brown 

4. Jones 4. Jones 4. Johnson 

5. Smith 5.Murphy 5. Jones 

Because all three parties are at odds with each other, their rankings receive equal 
weight. Smith has the lowest combined score (5 + 1 + 1) and is appointed as the 
arbitrator. 
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Guidelines for Mediation-Arbitration {Med-Arb) and Arbitration
Mediation (Arb-Med) 

Introduction 
A key advantage of resolving disputes privately is the freedom to customize the pro
cess. These guidelines explain how to successfully combine mediation and arbitration. 
If an agreement does not conform to these guidelines, the Administrator may refuse 
to accept the case. 

Definitions 
In "Mediation-Arbitration'' or "Med-Arb" a Neutral assists parties in negotiating an 
agreement to resolve a legal dispute, and, if no agreement is reached, resolves the 
dispute by holding an evidentiary hearing and issuing a binding award. 

In "Arbitration-Mediation'' or ''.Arb-Med" a Neutral holds an evidentiary hearing 
on a legal dispute and, before issuing an award, assists the parties in negotiating an 
agreement to resolve the dispute. If no agreement is reached, the Neutral resolves the 
dispute by issuing a binding award. 

Guidelines 
1. PREREQUISITES. Prerequisites for initiating arbitration or mediation must be 

clearly articulated. In other words, if certain events must occur before parties 
become obligated to mediate or arbitrate, the agreement must clarify what those 
events are and how a Neutral can determine whether these events have occurred. 

2. TRANSITIONS. The agreement must provide that, at any given point in time, 
the Neutral serves in only one role-as either a mediator or an arbitrator. The 
agreement must clearly delineate when the Neutral transitions from one role to 
another. 

3. MED-ARB. A Med-Arb agreement must: 

• state that information shared with the Neutral in mediation may form the 
basis for an award in arbitration; and 

• waive the parties' right to contest the award because ex parte communica
tions took place in mediation caucuses. 
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4. ARB-MED. An Arb-Med agreement must indicate whether the arbitrator is going to 
seal the award before mediation begins in order to foreclose the possibility that the 
award will be based on information shared in confidence in mediation. If the award is 
not sealed, the agreement must comply with Guidelines 3(a) and 3(b) above. 
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Fee Schedule 
AHLA charges the following amounts to file a claim involving two parties: 

If the parties select an arbitrator by agreement ........................................................... $250 

If the Administrator provides a list of 5 candidates to rank ...................................... $350 

If the Administrator provides a list of 10 candidates to rank .................................... $450 

For each additional Claimant or Respondent, the filing fee of $200. 

If the Claimant requests a list of five (5) candidates, the responding party may request 
the Administrator to expand the list to ten (10) candidates by paying a fee of $100. 

In certain employment and consumer cases, the Respondent must pay the filing fees. 
See Rules 10.4 and 11.4. 

Illustration 1 
The Claimants request a list of ten (10) candidates to rank. There are two Claimants and 
two Respondents. The total filing fee is $850 ( 450 + (200 x 2)). 

Illustration 2 
The Claimant requests a list of five (5) candidates to rank. The Respondent requests an 
additional 5 candidates to rank. The Claimant pays afilingfee of$350. The Respondent 
pays a fee of $100. 

Illustration 3 
The Claimant files a claim for malpractice against a hospital and a physician pursuant 
to an agreement to arbitrate signed by the claimant when he was admitted for surgery. 
The Claimant requests a list of ten (10) candidates to rank. The Respondents are jointly 
responsible for the filing fee of $650 ($450 + $200). 

To cover the costs of administering cases, AHLA retains a percentage of the amount 
billed and collected on behalf of arbitrators. 
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This guide does not provide legal advice and is not a substitute for such advice. Fed
eral and state laws regulating arbitration are subject to change, and courts vary in 
their interpretations of these laws. So, when drafting an arbitration clause, you need 
to be familiar with the law in your jurisdiction or obtain legal advice from a compe
tent attorney. 

STANDARD CLAUSES 

Pre-Dispute Clause 
To have disputes that might arise in the future arbitrated through the AHLA Dispute 
Resolution Service, insert this clause into a contract: 

Any dispute arising out of or relating to this contract or the subject matter thereof, 
or any breach of this contract, including any dispute regarding the scope of this 
clause, will be resolved through arbitration administered by the American Health 
Lawyers Association Dispute Resolution Service and conducted pursuant to the 
AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. Judgment on the award may be entered 
and enforced in any court having jurisdiction. 

Post-Dispute Clause 
To arbitrate a dispute that has already arisen through the AHLA Dispute Resolution 
Service, complete and sign this stand-alone contract: 

The parties whose signatures appear below hereby agree to arbitrate the following 
dispute(s): 

through arbitration administered by the American Health Lawyers Association 
Dispute Resolution Service and conducted pursuant to the AHLA Rules of Proce
dure for Arbitration. The parties further agree that judgment on the award may be 
entered and enforced in any court having jurisdiction. 
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Comprehensive Clause 
To establish a broad corporate policy in favor of arbitration, insert the following 
clause into all commercial contracts: 

Arbitration offers a faster, less expensive, and more efficient method of resolving dis
putes than resort to the court system. This company has therefore adopted arbitra
tion as its preferred means of resolving disputes arising out of contractual arrange
ments to which it is a party. Accordingly, any dispute between the parties shall, 
upon the demand of either party, be resolved through arbitration administered by 
the American Health Lawyers Association Dispute Resolution Service in accordance 
with the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. 

CUSTOM CLAUSES 
An arbitration clause can be tailored in an infinite variety of ways. However, the range 
of issues that parties typically address is fairly limited. Key questions to consider are 
whether to: 

• combine arbitration with another dispute resolution process (such as 
mediation); 

• increase the number of arbitrators; 

• amend the process for selecting the arbitrator or arbitrators; 

• restrict access to information about the arbitration; 

• allow or prohibit class actions; 

• specify how much discovery will be allowed; 

• set the hearing location; 

• require the arbitrator to apply certain rules of evidence; 

• choose which laws will govern the proceeding; 

• limit the relief the arbitrator may award; 

• allocate fees and expenses; 

• establish how detailed the award must be; and 

• create a process for appealing the award. 

This guide provides tips and sample language for addressing each of these issues in an 
agreement to arbitrate. 
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COMBINING ARBITRATION WITH ANOTHER PROCESS 

Creating a Pre-Requisite (Condition Precedent) to Arbitration 
Parties can often avoid arbitration by settling their differences through dialogue. To 
ensure such dialogue occurs, parties can make negotiation or mediation a pre-requi
si te to filing a claim. 

Drafting tip: Create objective milestones. For example, state that a party may file 
a claim for arbitration 30 days after inviting the other party to resolve outstanding 
issues through negotiation, or 60 days after requesting mediation. Do not set subjec
tive standards such as "good faith" negotiation or a "serious" settlement offer because 
disagreements are likely to arise as to whether the standard has been met. To resolve 
such disagreements, a judge or arbitrator may require testimony and exhibits pertain
ing to settlement discussions that parties had hoped to keep confidential. 

Sample language: 

Prior to filing a claim for arbitration under this clause, a party must request me
diation through the AHLA Dispute Resolution Service. No earlier than 60 days 
after notifying the opposing party that the request for mediation was submitted 
to AHLA, a party may initiate arbitration through the AHLA Dispute Resolution 
Service if, for any reason, the matter has not been fully resolved in mediation. 

Agreeing to Med-Arb or Arb-Med 
Parties sometimes try to promote settlement by empowering a neutral to serve as 
both an arbitrator and a mediator. In med-arb (mediation followed by arbitration), 
the neutral assists the parties in trying to reach an agreement, and, if no agreement 
is reached, convenes an arbitration hearing and issues an award. In arb-med (arbitra
tion followed by mediation), the neutral convenes an arbitration hearing, and, before 
rendering an award, assists the parties in trying to reach an agreement. 

Drafting tips: A med-arb agreement must: 

(a) state that information shared with the neutral in mediation may form the basis 
for an award in arbitration; and 

(b) waive the parties' right to contest the award because ex parte communications 
took place in mediation caucuses. 

An arb-med agreement must indicate whether the arbitrator is going to seal the 
award before mediation begins in order to foreclose the possibility that the award will 
be based on information shared in confidence in mediation. If the award is not sealed, 
the agreement must include clauses (a) and (b) above. 
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In addition, a med-arbor arb-med agreement must clearly delineate when the neutral 
transitions from one role to the other. The roles and responsibilities of an arbitrator 
are very different from those of a mediator. A neutral can serve in only one role at a 
time, and it must be clear at all times in what role the neutral is serving. 

SELECTION OF ARBITRATION OR PANEL 

Number of Arbitrators 

The AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration provide for the appointment of a single 
arbitrator unless the parties jointly request a panel of three.1 Parties sometimes feel 
more comfortable having three decision-makers rather than just one, but a panel 
significantly increases the cost of arbitration and may slow down the process. 

If parties agree to have claims resolved by three arbitrators but do not specify how 
the panel will be selected, the default process under AHLA Rule 3.5 will apply. Each 
party will select a single arbitrator from a list of five or ten candidates provided by 
the Administrator, and these two arbitrators will select a third from this same list of 
candidates. If these two arbitrators cannot agree on a third, the Administrator will ap
point a third from the list of candidates. The third arbitrator-the one selected by the 
other two arbitrators-will serve as the lead arbitrator (chair). 

Parties may prefer to select all three arbitrators selected jointly, i.e., by combining 
their rankings. Here is sample language: 

Parties will rank the candidates provided by the AHLA Administrator sequentially 
in order of preference and return the ranking form to the Administrator. The most 
highly desired candidate should be ranked "l," the second choice should be ranked 
"2", etc. Parties may strike no more than one candidate. The Administrator will ap
point the candidate with the lowest combined score as the chair, and the candidates 
with the second and third lowest scores as the remaining two arbitrators. 

Method of Selection 

Under the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, the Administrator furnishes the 
parties with a list of candidates to rank and appoints the candidate with the lowest 
combined score. 2 The score is the sum of the parties' rankings. If Party A ranks Mr. 
Smith as a "1" (most preferred candidate) and Party B ranks Mr. Smith as a "5" (5 th 

choice), then Mr. Smith's score is 6 (1 + 5). Parties may prefer to identify qualified 
candidates on their own, or to narrow the list of candidates recommended by the 
Administrator in a different, mutually agreeable way. 

I See AHLA Rule 3.2 and Exhibit I to AHLA Rules. 
2 See AHLA Rule 3.2. 
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Drafting tip: If an alternative method of selection requires cooperation, include a 
backup plan that takes effect if one party declines to participate or if the parties, 
despite good faith efforts, cannot reach an agreement. 

Sample language: 

Within 15 days after a claim for arbitration is filed, the parties will exchange lists of 
proposed arbitrators and reach agreement on which arbitrator(s) to appoint. If the 
parties fail to appoint the arbitrator(s) within 15 days, the AHLA Administrator 
will appoint a single arbitrator pursuant to the process set forth in Rule 3.2 of the 
AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration. 

Qualifications 
Under the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, the Administrator selects 
candidates for ranking who most closely match the criteria identified by the par-
ties as important. Parties occasionally want to go a step further and require that the 
arbitrator possess certain qualifications. For example, if the contract is for emergency 
medical services, the parties may require that the arbitrator have experience with the 
laws governing the provision of such services. To minimize travel costs, parties may 
require that the arbitrator reside in the metropolitan area or state where the hearing 
will take place. 

Drafting tip: Be careful not to narrow the pool too far. If no arbitrators with the 
requisite qualifications are available, the agreement may be unworkable. 

Sample language: 

The arbitrator must have at least five years of full-time or part-time experience in 
employment law. 

ARBITRATION PROCESS 
Confidentiality 
The AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration provide that arbitration hearings are 
private3 and that AHLA will release a document related to an arbitration, including an 
award, only to comply with a court order or other legal process, or in response to 
a party's request. 4 

Parties may want to go a step further and bind each other to keep the arbitration 
process and the award confidential. 

3 See ARLA Rule 6.3. 
4 See AHLA Rule 8.2. 
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Drafting tip: Do not make the clause overly broad. Consider: (a) who needs to know 
about the arbitration in order to fulfill their responsibilities, such as investors, accoun
tants, attorneys, and other advisors; (b) who has a right to know about the arbitration by 
virtue of their position; and ( c) whether any public disclosures or government filings are 
required. 

Sample language: 

The parties agree to disclose the existence of this arbitration, information about 
what has taken place or may take place in this arbitration, the award, or informa
tion about the outcome of this arbitration, only as needed to: ( a) present claims and 
defenses in arbitration; (b) pursue or oppose legal remedies in court pertaining to 
this arbitration, including enforcement of an award; ( c) comply in good faith with 
applicable laws, rules, regulations, court orders, or other legal requirements; or (d) 
comply with the award. In all other respects, the parties agree to keep this arbitra
tion strictly confidential. 

The parties reserve the right to enter into, or request from the arbitrator, a more 
detailed confidentiality agreement or protective order. 

Class actions 
If there is any possibility of one side seeking class relief, the parties may want to 
specify whether class actions are permitted. If parties do not expressly provide for 
class status in arbitration, a court is likely to find that an arbitrator lacks the authority 
to order class relief.5 This is an evolving area oflaw, and parties should consult with 
an attorney who is familiar with recent developments. 

Discovery 
Under the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, the arbitrator determines how 
much discovery is necessary and whether to entertain motions.6 To control these 
decisions, parties may specify how much discovery is permitted or how electronic 
discovery is to be conducted. Alternatively, they may prohibit all discovery. 

A reasonable limit on discovery may effectively cap the amount of time and money 
devoted to resolving a dispute. It is important to bear in mind, however, that the 
appropriate amount of discovery may be quite difficult to predict in advance. Thus, 
depriving an arbitrator of discretion over the scope of discovery may create unin
tended consequences. 

An arbitration clause could authorize wide ranging discovery-- as broad as that per
mitted in court--but the ensuing cost and delay generally eclipse any benefits. Arbi
tration is faster and less expensive than litigation only if the process remains more 

5 See Stolt-Nielsen v. Anima!Feeds, 130 S. Ct. 1758 {2010). 
6 See AHLA Rules 5.5 and 5.6. 
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streamlined. A key component of a streamlined process is a restriction on nearly 
unlimited discovery. 

Drafting tip 

If a limitation on discovery benefits one party at the expense of another, a court or 
arbitrator may decide that it is unconscionable or violates public policy and refuse to 
enforce it. This is particularly true if the beneficiary had significantly greater leverage 
in drafting the agreement to arbitrate. 

Sample Language: 

Each party is limited to no more than five depositions and ten interrogatories. 

Hearing Location 
Because many health care organizations are tied a particular area, they can often pre
dict well in advance where they would like a hearing to take place. Thus, parties may 
wish to add a clause along these lines: 

The arbitration hearing will take place in {city], [state]. 

Rules of Evidence 

Arbitrators generally do not follow rules of evidence applicable in court proceedings.7 

Parties may designate that an entire set of rules, such as the Federal Rules of Evidence, 
apply, or they may require that only specific legal concepts apply such as limitations 
on hearsay evidence. 

An informal hearing generally proceeds faster than a hearing under rigid rules of 
evidence, with fewer interruptions for objections and evidentiary rulings and fewer 
barriers to the introduction of evidence. Consider whether the possible benefits of 
formal rules outweigh the likely added costs and delay. 

Sample language: 

The arbitrator will admit into evidence only documents and testimony that would 
be admissible under the Federal Rules of Evidence. 

AWARD 
Choice of Law 

To avoid a potentially lengthy dispute over which state's laws should apply to a claim, 
parties often designate the governing law. 

7 See AHLA Rule 6.6. 
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Sample language: 

or 

This agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
State of----~ without regard to choice or conflict of law provisions or rules. 

Any arbitration arising out of this contract shall be governed by and interpreted in 
accordance with the laws of the State of ______ and the Federal Arbitra-
tion Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-16. 

Relief 

Under the AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration, an arbitrator can award any re
lief authorized by contract or applicable law.8 Parties may agree to limit an arbitrator's 
discretion in a variety of ways including: 

• Barring certain types of relief, such as punitive damages, consequential dam
ages, or injunctive relief; 

• Capping the total amount of the award, or the amount awarded per claim or 
per claimant; 

• Agreeing on liquidated damages for breaches of specific contract provisions; or 

• Adding interest to the amount awarded. 

A clause authorizing an arbitrator to award interest should not attempt to modify any 
applicable statutory right to interest. Furthermore, it should specify the interest rate 
(e.g., 2% per year) and the time period during which interest accrues (e.g., from the 
date a wrongful act occurred until the date the award is paid). 

Drafting tip: A court or arbitrator may reject a clause that attempts to limit the type or 
amount of relief authorized by statute, particularly if the clause disfavors a party with 
less bargaining power. 

Sample language: 

The arbitrator may award not award punitive damages to either party for any reason. 

Fees and Expenses 

The AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration incorporate the ''.American Rule": Each 
party pays its own attorney's fees, and the parties split the costs of the arbitration 
process evenly.9 However, parties may want to deter each other from pursuing weak 
claims or defenses by making the loser pay costs. 

8 See AHLA Rule 7.5. 
9 See AHLA Rule 7.6. 
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Drafting tips: 

A "loser pays" clause should provide for situations in which there is no clear winner, 
such as when the claimant prevails on some but not all claims, or is awarded some but 
not all of the relief sought. If the arbitrator is required to designate one party as hav
ing "prevailed" and award all fees and costs to this party, a partially successful party 
may feel cheated. A graduated approach may be fairer. 

In addition, parties should take into account any applicable laws that award legal fees 
to the prevailing party. 

Sample language: 

The arbitrator shall, in good faith, approximate the extent to which each party pre
vailed and shall award the costs of the arbitration process and reasonable attorney's 
fees and expenses consistent with this approximation. A party that is determined to 
have fully prevailed on all its claims is entitled to all costs it incurred for the arbitra
tion process and all reasonable attorney's fees and expenses. 

Rationale 

The AHLA Rules of Procedure for Arbitration require an arbitrator to provide a 
concise statement of the reasons supporting his or her award.10 Parties may decide 
a reasoned award is unnecessary and agree to have the arbitrator issue a short form 
award, or they may go in the opposite direction and require a decision supported by 
detailed findings of fact and conclusions oflaw. 

A reasoned or detailed award may provide insights into how to address similar issues 
in the future, and it may provide a basis for an appeal. But imposing a writing re
quirement on the arbitrator adds to the time and cost of producing an award. 

Sample language: 

The arbitrator shall provide the findings of fact and conclusions of law which sup
port the award. 

APPEALS 
Finality is a primary attraction of arbitration. Unlike a trial court decision, an arbitra
tor's award is not subject to review by an appellate court for erroneous findings of fact 
or conclusions oflaw.11 Only if the arbitration process is tainted by one of the severe 
flaws enumerated in the Federal Arbitration Act may a court vacate an award.12 Thus, 
arbitration may be significantly quicker and less expensive than litigation. 

10 See AHLA Rule 7.8. 
11 See Hall v. Matell, 552 U.S. 576 (2008). 
12 See 9 U.S.C. § 10. 
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The risk is that an arbitrator may misconstrue or ignore either the evidence or the 
governing law. Selecting a highly qualified arbitrator with a strong reputation is the 
surest way to minimize this risk. A fallback strategy is to include an appeals process 
in the agreement to arbitrate. Parties must weigh the possible benefits to be gained 
through review against the added cost and delay. The broader and more elaborate the 
process, the greater the strain on time and resources. 

An appeal procedure should address the following topics: 

Filing a Notice: Parties may set a deadline for filing an appeal with the AHLA Admin
istrator, and for filing a response or cross appeal. They may specify how detailed the 
appeal, response, or cross appeal must be. 

Stay of Court Proceedings: To avoid duplicate proceedings, parties may agree that once 
an appeal is filed, they will no longer pursue an action in court to vacate, modify, or 
enforce the award under the Federal Arbitration Act. 

Appointment of Panel: Parties may agree to the selection process in AHLA Rule 3 .5 or 
craft a different method for appointing appellate arbitrators.13 

Scope of Review: If parties can appeal alleged errors of law, the agreement must re
quire that the original award include conclusions of law. If the parties can appeal 
findings of fact, the agreement must require that the original award include findings 
of fact, that the hearing is transcribed or videotaped, and that a complete record is 
available for review. 

Authority of Panel: The panel may have the authority to affirm or vacate the original 
award in whole or in part, and may have the authority to dismiss some or all of the 
claims or counterclaims covered in the original award. The panel may also be autho
rized to remand the claim to the original arbitrator for reconsideration of certain issues. 
The panel may be authorized to proceed even if one party refuses to participate in the 
appeals process. 

Standard of Review: The panel may be required to apply the same standard of review 
as a first-level appellate court would apply in similar circumstances, or it may be 
required to apply a higher or lower standard of review. 

Briefing and Argument: The parties may agree on a schedule for briefing and oral 
argument, or they may authorize the panel to set a schedule and determine whether 
oral argument is necessary. 

Method of Voting: The panel may be authorized to reach decisions by a majority vote, 
or it may be required to reach a unanimous decision in order to overturn an award or 
part of an award. 

13 Parties could appoint a single arbitrator, but appellate panels are the norm. 
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Award: The panel may be required to provide a concise statement of the reasons for its 
award. The award should be regarded as final. 

Payment: The filing party may be fully responsible for a deposit to cover the costs and 
expenses of appeal, or the parties may agree to share this responsibility in some fash
ion. The parties may agree to share the costs and expenses of the appeals process, or 
they may authorize the panel to award costs and expenses to the prevailing party, or 
in any manner the panel regards as fair and just under the circumstances. The panel 
may be empowered to award attorneys' fees as it deems appropriate. 

Confidentiality: The parties may extend a confidentiality agreement (see page 4 above) 
to the appeals process. 

Drafting Tip: The right of appeal may be limited to awards above a dollar threshold. 
If negotiated at arms' length between two health care organizations, a threshold is 
unlikely to raise concerns. But if a threshold is imposed on an individual by an orga
nization with greater leverage, it may be regarded as unconscionable or a violation of 
public policy. 

Sample language: 

Within 15 days after an award is issued in this matter, a party may file an appeal 
with the AHLA Administrator noting objections to the award. Within 15 days after 
such an appeal is filed, any other party may file a response or a cross appeal. Once 
an appeal is filed, no party will pursue an action in court to vacate, modify, or 
enforce the award under the Federal Arbitration Act until the appellate panel issues 
an award through the process set forth below. 

The Administrator will appoint an appellate panel of three arbitrators pursuant to 
the selection process set forth in AHLA Rule 3.5. The panel will set a briefing sched
ule and determine whether oral argument is necessary. It may proceed even if one 
or more parties refuse to participate in the appeals process. 

After reviewing the briefs and listening to oral argument, if any, the panel may af
firm or vacate the original award in whole or in part. The panel will reach decisions 
by majority vote, applying the same standard of review as a first-level appellate 
court would apply in similar circumstances. The panel will provide a concise state
ment of the reasons for its award, which will be regarded as final. Unless all parties 
agree to an extension, the appellate panel will issue its award within 30 days after 
briefing and oral argument, if any, is concluded. 

Deposits to cover the cost of the appeals process will be provided in accordance with 
AHLA Rule 5.3. Fees and expenses will be apportioned in accordance with AHLA 
Rule 7.6(b). 
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